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WHAT’S INSIDE:

"Eternal vigilance is the price of
liberty." Wendell Phillips

PURSUING THE TRUTH... BECAUSE THE TRUTH WILL SET US FREE!

Several years ago we witnessed a strange and
unexpected event between a dog and a cat. A fairly
good sized German Shepherd spotted a much
smaller, black house cat and broke into a dead run
after the cat. The cat, startled by the dog and now
instantly charged with adrenalin, struck off down the
street as fast as he could go, in a black blur.
Now a dog chasing a cat is hardly news, but it was

what the cat did that drastically altered the outcome
of the chase. About a few seconds into the chase, the
cat, without regard to the consequences, suddenly
turned 180 degrees and planted five sharp claws on
the dogs nose as the dog, trying to stop, ran into the
cat. The dog turned tail and bolted up the street,
yelping in pain, as he fled into the distance. The cat
simply decided it had had enough and “esplained” it

Choosing Federalism, Choosing Freedom By Tim Baldwin

After the release of my last column "Freedom's Destruction by
Constitutional De-Construction," I received so many responses to my
statement, "The people of the states [must] once again reject this national
form of government and assert and defend the principles of federalism,"
that I felt the need to develop this subject more thoroughly. The question
I received was: "How can I choose federalism once again?" Indeed,
answering this question is crucial to injecting a cure for the sickness and
illness of tyrannical, national control over the people of the states.
Undoubtedly, we are going to need an acute dosage to even begin ridding
ourselves of the disease destroying the body of our once-great federation.
(See Tim's column at
http://www.chuckbaldwinlive.com/c2009/cbarchive_20091016.html )
The reality is, the answer is not complicated. The more relevant

question will likely be, what portion of the cure(s) must we implement.
This will require a diagnosis of the degree and seriousness of the disease's
attack on our Confederate Republic. Let us analyze briefly the seriousness
of the attack so that we may proportionally and accordingly respond and
defend against the encroachments on our constitutional freedoms,
guarantees and powers.
Keeping in line with my last article and the position that the national

system of government (under which the United States currently operates)
is completely contrary to the federal system that our founders and
Constitution's ratifiers bequeathed to us, a fact is established: We the
People of the United States of America have been denied our natural and
compactual rights under God and the Constitution. Again, how can it be
argued that it is now legally and morally right and proper to do what our
Constitution did not create or authorize? How can freedom exist in a
country where we supposedly believe in the "consent of the governed"
when that consent has been usurped by force? Consequently, our right of
defense is activated.
Make no mistake about this: the US Constitution did NOT create a

national government, but rather created a federal government whereby the
states were coequal with the federal government in the exercise and
defense of the powers granted to them by the people of each State. The
founders and ratifiers of the Constitution expressly rejected the notion
that the federal government has supreme sovereignty.The issue here is not
whether there are "national components" of the procedures in the system,
such as voting for the House of Representatives by the people. We know
that the founders implemented a few elements of national-type procedure
in the US Constitution, just as they did even in the Articles of
Confederation.

Rather, the bottom-line issue is, whether the states have coequal power
to exercise and defend their powers--and their citizens--and whether the
Federal government has the power to force the states to accept its own
interpretation and (de)construction of the Constitution. If the union of
the United States was formed by the people of the states in their capacities
as the sovereign of each State, creating a FEDERAL government, then
the states are coequal in power and do have the right to exercise and
defend their powers. If the union of the United States was formed by the
whole of the people as a mass body politic, without regard to the sovereign
states, creating a NATIONAL government, then the states are mere
corporations of the parent company, called the Federal government.
I need not expound the answer to this question here, because I have

done so in numerous other articles before, proving that the union was
formed by the states as states, and not by the people as one nation. The
conclusion is more than provable that the founders and ratifiers of the
Constitution did not create a nation, but created a federation, and actually
expected the states to be the active guardians of freedom for their own
people. Thus, what methods can we use today to once again choose
federalism over nationalism?
There are five basic methods by which the people of the states can

counter the attacks of the federal government's prolonged tyrannical
usurpations of power.They are: (1) Change of Politicians; (2) Checks and
Balances; (3) Constitutional Amendment; (4) Constitutional Convention;
and (5) Revolution.
1. Change of Politicians. Alexander Hamilton notes in Federalist Paper

21, "The natural cure for an ill-administration, in a popular or
representative constitution, is a change of men." This method of cure is no
mystery, and has been the mode of "change" in the US for the past 50
years. Dare I say, this method has proven to be anything but effectual?
Please show me how changing the Federal government from Republican
to Democrat and vice versa has done ANYTHING to reinstitute our
federal form of government, provided by the Constitution. Both parties in
the federal government do absolutely nothing to revert rightful power to
the people of the states. I shall not waste any more valuable time or words
on this ineffectual method. (Then again, if we had a majority of
congressmen such as Ron Paul in Washington, D.C., we wouldn't be
having this discussion to begin with.)
2.Checks and Balances.There are two types of checks and balances: (a)

federal against federal, and (b) State against federal. Since the early 1900s,
the executive, legislative and judicial branches of the federal government

See Revolution, Page 3

What Is The Threshold For
Revolution? Ron Ewart - canadafreepress.com

See Federalism, Page 19
Have you ever asked yourself: "Why should Americans pay usury interest on the issuance of their own
money?" Did you know that the bankers’ usury interest is now 1/3 of the national debt? And what did these
private bankers loan us? Paper printed out of thin air!!! Do you believe it is a fair exchange for the real
substance of our time, labor, goods and services? What happened to our national gold and other precious
metals? Are the bankers using them to enrich themselves?Why are the bankers not paying we the people for
the use of our precious metals, time, labor, goods and services? Therefore, we the people claim our natural
rights secured by the Declaration of Independence to create and restore our own method of exchange based
upon precious metals and just weights and measures in accordance with the 1792 Coinage Act.
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Mission Statement: 
The Southwest Free Press is newspaper dedicated to seeking the truth through research and investigation. We remain committed to the

mission of the free press in a free society – as a light, exposing corruption, fraud, waste and abuse of power wherever and whenever it is
found. We also seek to provide a free-and-open debate about the great moral and political ideas facing our great Republic, by providing a
truthful forum for our readers to interact with and join the Revolution to take our freedoms back.  Reprinting permitted with reference to
Southwest Free Press.

The History of Southwest Free Press
The Southwest Free Press was started by Jeff Maehr and Jeff Kelley as a continuation of the original Pagosa Free Press .  It is

published in Beautiful Pagosa Springs, Colorado.  The FP grows with each issue, and we will carry the torch and bring topics that
matter to County citizens and citizens across the Southwest and Country, in all aspects of life, whether they yet realize it or not.
Without the truth, we have no hope of a future worth living.  We hope our countrymen and women feel the same way and will join
together into a strong, free People! 

THE FUTURE?
That remains to be seen, and depends on all of us working together to bring change we “really” can believe in and support!

Legal Disclaimer
There is no legal advice within the pages of this paper. We do not offer legal advice on any topics within the Southwest Free

Press.   Any legal discussion is for information only and it is up to each of us to research the topics before making any decisions
or acting on information within these pages.  Any questions on legal issues should be discussed with an attorney or competent
legal counsel, or researched on your own.

Contact Information

FREEDOM IS NOT FREE... MAKE A PAYMENT

EDITORIAL: FFIINNAALLLLYY......  AA RREESSPPOONNSSEE FFRROOMM AA LLIIBBEERRAALL......  AALLTTHHOOUUGGHH TTYYPPIICCAALL......
Well, it has taken me almost 10 months to at

least get some kind of response from someone
with a different opinion than writers in the
Southwest Free Press and supporters, and I
commend this guy for at least having the guts
to say something, even though it didn’t help his
cause a bit...
Here’s his response, apparently to my last

editorial... edited a bit for obvious reasons...
“F--k you! Armed, liberal, and entirely willing.....one unAmerican neo-

fascist rightwing rat at a time! Drawn the line...... R.. W......., Durango,
Colorado, adds email..., adds phone...” End. (Email and phone available
for anyone who calls or writes... to protect him from his idiocy). 
Well, since I can’t let a good discussion go to waste, especially from

someone who is the antithesis of freedom,  I responded...
“Excuse me?  “R”,  I think you are confused…  and of course, use typical

liberal communication of name calling, and NO evidence whatsoever.
How about some dialog on yourself descriptions?  "Un-American?  What
is un-American about the Constitution, rule of law, rights, truth, fighting
corruption, stopping out of control government and those that would
control the world?  Fascism?  You mean Obamaism, handouts, something
for nothing, destruction of our country and freedoms, violating oaths of
office and the Constitution?
Can you speak without cursing?  Can you discuss facts?  Do you have

proof?  And, tell me about "stupid," won't you please?
I don't see liberals providing any articles countering what is written…

you know… some truth and facts instead of emotions and blind beliefs in
something they can't even discuss intelligently, or even understand.
Anyone who counters the Constitution and Rule of Law… anyone who
supports criminal activities… anyone who fights to destroy freedoms… is
a domestic terrorist and is marking themselves as the enemy for all to see.  
I think you don't realize the seriousness of the position you and other

liberals who think like you do are putting yourselves in.  Taking up arms
against the Constitution and those defending it makes you a traitor…
makes YOU un-American, makes YOU the new fascist… and a small
minority.  Defend your beliefs and position with the Constitution, the
Law, the Facts… and we'll listen.” (End of my response).
So, where do we go from here?  Since this is apparently an obvious

threat, even to committing murder, am I to presume that this is a last
resort liberals have to try to force their agenda across America... shooting
those who they can’t refute or even discuss facts with?  If this is any
indication of how other liberals... those who care nothing for the

Constitution or laws of the land... then we have not only a war brewing
against an out-of-control government, but with an enemy within our
midst.  Do all liberals feel this way?  Do you believe in killing to make your
point rather than have real dialog with facts?  Are you willing to defend a
pack of lies sold to us under the color of “change” by shooting those who
were right and told you the truth but you didn’t listen?
Perhaps it will be the liberals who will take down this nation in blind

support of an agenda obvious to any thinking American:  Destruction of
our way of life, period.  What made you turn?  What influenced your
thinking?  Is it, as Daniel Lyon states it, (P. 14) an outside force deceiving
you or simply leading you where you want to go?
How can we expect to understand your position if you don’t

communicate using facts and truth?  What do you expect from others
when your practices and beliefs counter the very laws of the land, and
often life  and nature itself?  What do you expect from those who are
willing to fight and die to protect our and our family’s futures and lives?
Do you expect us to simply ignore common sense, ignore laws, ignore
history, ignore facts, ignore evidence and ongoing corruption revealed
across the country?  Do we look the other way, so we can’t see the
corruption?
Should we bury our minds in mindless TV, or daily sports events and

other distractions created to keep us ignorant of the agenda?  How about
lots of drugs and alcohol?  Those help to keep us passive and ignorant.  It
defies understanding.  For those who love freedoms and the Constitution,
and our way of life, we simply cannot fathom your thinking or your
reasoning.  It makes absolutely NO sense to even nature itself.  Are you
actually human, or are we being invaded by space aliens, or something else?
(Daniel Lyon’s (P. 15) next article touches on this “other” possible
invasion).
We truly want to be at peace with our fellow Americans, but it has to

be a peace based on truth and law, not whim, fancy, or blind allegiance to
an agenda that history has proven, over and over again, to fail miserably.
We can’t sit back and allow this to happen.  It threatens our lives, our
childrens lives, and the very world order itself.  Can’t you see that?
The solution is incredibly simple, for us all... we simply stand up and

say, we will defend the laws of the land, and our Constitution, and allow
free markets and commerce to dictate our economy.  We defend the
Constitution from lawless “leaders.”  We agree to be a moral, ethical,
lawful people, and subject ourselves to these character traits.
By doing this, we would transform this nation, and have a profound

impact on global communities.  If we continue to deteriorate as a nation,
as a people, as an example of what is possible... then I fear we WILL see
the end of this Republic, and we will collectively be the direct cause of
ushering in the new world order so many across this planet are fighting.
So, if any liberals can provide us an answer to all the evidence available

that suggests a national insanity is progressively spreading, we want to hear
it.  We are all one People, united, or we will all fall, divided!  Watch  “Fall
of the Republic” at http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VebOTc-7shU.
Liberals? Challenge! Watch the above video... FREE... and provide real

proof against all that is stated, or join our fight to save... YOU!!!!

Jeff Maehr
Publisher & Editor

Attention Citizens of America:
For those who take our times and our situation seriously, we call
upon everyone to reach out to like-minded people in your area and
begin NOW to prepare for the worst, and work to make it the best.
We NEED each other... we NEED a network... we need to know
each other and join forces.  If you want to make such contact and
don’t have anyone in your area, please contact the Free Press and
we will help coordinate contacts in your area so you can build the
support structures you know you will need.  Take this VERY
seriously because something IS in the wind.  Get going
Churches... God helps those who are “doers,” not hearers only.
Anyone listening ONLY and doing nothing, will NOT succeed!!!
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to the dog (bully), by punctuating his message of displeasure with the
weapons with which nature had armed him.
The episode brought to mind our current dilemma. The dog (bully

government) has been “chasing” the cat (the American people) for the
last 80 to 100 years and the “cat” has yet to turn 180 degrees and
punctuate its message of displeasure on the “dog”, with the weapons
with which nature and our constitution have armed us.
It took over 150 years (1620 to 1775) for the colonials to grow tired

of the British government and turn on them, no matter what the
consequences. Their brave, courageous and some say fool hardy
actions, gave birth to a unique kind of freedom, at great cost. The
British were many, heavily armed, outfitted and organized. The
colonials were poorly armed and disorganized ….. in reality an unruly,
unregulated and untrained militia.
Throughout the battles and skirmishes during the revolution, many

feared that victory would never be theirs to celebrate and defeat would
come with even greater injustices, intimidation and retribution on the
colonials, at the hands of the King’s men. Some say providence turned
the tide. Other’s say the French, who hated the British and helped the
Americans because of it, snatched the King’s victory right out from
under his Generals’ noses. Perhaps both are right.
But like the dog chasing the cat, the difference that characterized

the American Revolution was what the Americans did. They had
finally had enough and “esplained” it to the British (bully), by
punctuating their message of displeasure with the weapons with which
nature, bravery and courage had armed them.
We may rightfully ask, what, in the instance of the cat being chased

by the dog, caused the cat to turn on the dog, even though the dog was
five times the size of the cat? And along the same lines, what was the
catalyst that caused the colonials to turn on the British, even though
the colonials were much smaller in number, armament and training?
We believe that the catalyst is of the same substance from which
heroes are born on the battlefield and it finds its roots in two human
emotions, anger and self preservation. Anger and self preservation are
the motivation for a corresponding response to any threat.
It was the cat, without regard to his own life, who turned on the

dog. It was the colonials, without regard to their safety and security,
who turned on the British because they stepped outside of the main
stream, the rational and the accepted to overcome their fear. They
resisted abusive authority, no matter what the cost. The cat turning on
the dog was a form of individual heroism. The American revolution
came in the form of collective heroism.
Not a single living, two or four-legged organism (don’t know about

micro organisms, plants and trees) on Earth likes to be pushed around,
chased or bullied. They in fact, have an all-consuming desire to be free.
In most cases, the natural reaction to bullying is anger and results in
either fight or flight, depending on how nature has armed them.
Our situation in America is different, however. Because of the

undaunted bravery of the colonials and the wisdom of the Founding
Fathers, we do not have to resort to violence to “esplain” it to the bully.

We need only use the tools with which nature has armed us, our
intellect, high morals and values, along with the foundation of liberty
embedded in our Constitution and we will reverse the destructive path
we are currently taking into abject socialism and ultimately,
enslavement.
Today, the American people are still capable of collective heroism

and the challenge to abusive authority, just as they were during the
birth of our freedom some 233 years ago. We see the growing signs of
that emerging heroism almost every day now. That those in
government are becoming aware of this rising tide, is evident by their
irrational panic to pass more controlling legislation before all Hell
breaks loose.
Let us emphasize that there is no other country like America and

there are no people like the American people, anywhere on earth.
Freedom is burned into their souls and as the cat who turned on the
dog, the brave ones, the collective American heroes, will not let
freedom die, no matter what it takes to preserve it.
So we say to those who oppose individual liberty, the gift from our

creator, we are right and you are wrong, because freedom is right and
slavery is wrong. We also say to those who work to tear down
America’s liberty, sovereignty and its moral and ethical values, let the
games begin. In the end, we have no doubt that we shall prevail, just
like we prevailed on the day that freedom was born when “….. a shot
was fired, a shot heard ’round the world.”
Stand steady and strong. Tyranny and corruption will be challenged

on all fronts. The threshold for a peaceful American revolution is at
hand.
Today, the American people are still capable of collective heroism

and the challenge to abusive authority, just as they were during the
birth of our freedom some 233 years ago. We see the growing signs of
that emerging heroism almost every day now. That those in
government are becoming aware of this rising tide, is evident by their
irrational panic to pass more controlling legislation before all Hell
breaks loose.
Let us emphasize that there is no other country like America and

there are no people like the American people, anywhere on earth.
Freedom is burned into their souls and as the cat who turned on the
dog, the brave ones, the collective American heroes, will not let
freedom die, no matter what it takes to preserve it.
So we say to those who oppose individual liberty, the gift from our

creator, we are right and you are wrong, because freedom is right and
slavery is wrong. We also say to those who work to tear down
America’s liberty, sovereignty and its moral and ethical values, let the
games begin. In the end, we have no doubt that we shall prevail, just
like we prevailed on the day that freedom was born when “….. a shot
was fired, a shot heard ’round the world.”
Stand steady and strong. Tyranny and corruption will be challenged

on all fronts. The threshold for a peaceful American revolution is at
hand.

From Revolution, Page 1

State preps to relocate quarantined
H1N1 victims - 'Your home and
other less restrictive alternatives are
not acceptable' By Drew Zahn wnd.com 
DES MOINES, Iowa – A blank document from the Iowa

Department of Public Health has been discovered online, designed to be
filled in with the name of an H1N1 virus victim who is required to
relocate from his or her home to a quarantine facility. 
The form, which began appearing today in e-mails and on the

Internet, has concerned a confused public already swimming in
conflicting reports about the severity of the swine flu and intrusive
government measures that many fear may be taken if the disease becomes
a pandemic. 
The Iowa document, which WND confirmed with state officials is

authentic, has done little to calm the public's fears. 
"The Iowa Department of Public Health has determined that you

have had contact with a person with Novel Influenza A H1N1," the form
reads. "The Department has determined that it is necessary to quarantine
your movement to a specific facility to prevent further spread of this
disease. 
"The Department has determined that quarantine in your home and

other less restrictive alternatives are not acceptable," the document
continues, before listing mandatory provisions of compliance with
relocation to a quarantine facility. 
The blank-form document, which has no name or case number listed,

is titled a "Facility Quarantine Order," and though Iowa Department of
See Quarantine, Page 5
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Humor
Lipstick in School -- Priceless!!

According to a news report, a certain private school in Washington was
recently faced with a unique problem.  A number of 12-year-old girls were
beginning to use lipstick and would put it on in the bathroom. 
That was fine, but after they put on their lipstick, they would press their

lips to the mirror leaving dozens of little lip prints. Every night the
maintenance man would remove them and the next day the girls would put
them back.
Finally the principal decided that something had to be done. She called

all the girls to the bathroom and met them there with the maintenance
man.  She explained that all these lip prints were causing a major problem
for the custodian who had to clean the mirrors every night.  
To demonstrate how difficult it had been to clean the mirrors, she asked

the maintenance man to show the girls how much effort was required.  He
took out a long-handled squeegee, dipped it in the toilet, and cleaned the
mirror with it.  Since then, there have been no lip prints on the mirror.  
There are teachers.... And then there are educators.

Back Issues of Free Press and Resource Library!

All back issues of the Southwest Free Press are
available online.  We also have a Resource Library you
can access with good information on a variety of topics
vital to freedoms and rights.  Join the Freedom Force
and obtain your “arsenal” of knowledge and laws... this
is vital to saving our republic... and then ACT on those
laws...NO FEAR!!!!

HR 45 Blair Holt Firearm
Licensing & Record of Sales Act of
2009 (Summary)
Blair Holt's Firearm Licensing and Record of Sale Act of 2009 -

Amends the Brady Handgun Violence Prevention Act to prohibit a
person from possessing a firearm unless that person has been issued a
firearm license under this Act or a state system certified under this Act and
such license has not been invalidated or revoked. Prescribes license
application, issuance, and renewal requirements.
Prohibits transferring or receiving a qualifying firearm unless the

recipient presents a valid firearms license, the license is verified, and the
dealer records a tracking authorization number. Prescribes firearms
transfer reporting and record keeping requirements. Directs the Attorney
General to establish and maintain a federal record of sale system.
Prohibits: (1) transferring a firearm to any person other than a licensee,

unless the transfer is processed through a licensed dealer in accordance
with national instant criminal background check system requirements,
with exceptions; (2) a licensed manufacturer or dealer from failing to
comply with reporting and record keeping requirements of this Act; (3)
failing to report the loss or theft of the firearm to the Attorney General
within 72 hours; (4) failing to report to the Attorney General an address
change within 60 days; or (5) keeping a loaded firearm, or an unloaded
firearm and ammunition for the firearm, knowingly or recklessly
disregarding the risk that a child is capable of gaining access, if a child uses
the firearm and causes death or serious bodily injury.
Prescribes criminal penalties for violations of firearms provisions

covered by this Act.
Directs the Attorney General to: (1) establish and maintain a firearm

injury information clearinghouse; (2) conduct continuing studies and
investigations of firearm-related deaths and injuries; and (3) collect and
maintain current production and sales figures of each licensed
manufacturer.
Authorizes the Attorney General to certify state firearm licensing or

record of sale systems.
Editor’s Note:
Be sure to read the entire bill... only a few pages long and an easy read,

but you’ll see where they are taking this.
http://www.govtrack.us/congress/billtext.xpd?bill=h111-45.  Also, read
the response hundreds of citizen’s put together in response to this bill.
http://www.govtrack.us/special/hr45mixedink.xpd.  We ALL need to let
Congress know what we think of this bill.

Free Press Receiving Probable
Evidence on Criminal Activities
within Archuleta and LaPlata
County Sheriff ’s & Other Offices.
Over the last several months, individuals in both LaPlata and Archuleta

Counties have been presenting documentation to the Free Press regarding
apparent corruption by the Sheriff ’s department of both LaPlata and Archuleta
Counties, among other departments and individuals.  
This documentation suggests a long standing reign of corruption taking place

against citizens of both counties.  
Due to the extent of such evidence, and the legal consulting of attorney and

attorney groups regarding this evidence, we can only touch on the developing
stories, and will not reveal all parties at this time.
Ray Robinette of LaPlata County has extensive material on violations of

everything from civil rights and Due Process, to abuse of authority, malicious
prosecution, theft of property, harassment, and restraint of trade.  Mr. Robinette
is preparing a lawsuit claiming damages of $20 million.
In Archuleta County, multiple complaints have come forth regarding abuse of

power in the Sheriff ’s office regarding the failure to prosecute criminal complaints
(against one Jason Sorrell for assault where he has threatened, attacked and
injured more than a few citizens, and the Sheriff ’s department ignoring these
complaints, as well as malicious prosecution of an innocent individuals.  People are
fed up with this behavior and are now planning to take legal steps to secure their
rights.  Stay tuned to the Free Press next printing for greater details of these cases.
This evidence has garnered the attention of legal authorities, and preparations

are underway to consolidate the evidence, prepare court filings and to more fully
break these stories to the local communities.  The Free Press, since last February,
has been hearing rumors of these types of things, but now, having citizens coming
forth, and seeing the evidence,  it can no longer be allowed to fester and grow.
Perhaps suits against individuals acting outside their authority, and in their
personal capacity will help.
If you have any information on any violations you or others have experienced,

please notify the Free Press, as a class action lawsuit is being considered! 



Big Box Issue Going to
the People... Finally!
Staff Report
Just when you thought the People’s rights and

authority were once again being trampled, a turn
of events takes place.  A group of Pagosa Springs
Residents decided things were not being done
legally and with the help of attorney Matt
Roane, decided to challenge the City
Governemnt’s flippant disregard for proper
procedure and laws through a law suit.
A referendum on the decision by the People

to accept or reject “Big Box” establishments was

initiated some time ago, but the town fought
this, and stated that a “time limit” had expired
and that the referendum didn’t comply with the
local ordinances.
In making this decision against the People,

Mr. Roane decided to research more into the
actual laws on the books regarding how the town
council acted, but also the very legality of the
existing ordinance 743 itself.
On top of this, When Mr. Roane went to see

Ordinance documentation during the 10 day
window for public review, he was denied seeing
it “till it was completed.”  He raised the issue of
its unavailability to the Town Council and was
emailed one the next day.  Unfortunately the

public was NOT offered, or notified of, the
opportunity to review the Ordinance.
The Town Council had a long meeting the

evening of Nov.3, and the Town Council
instructed their attorney to settle the lawsuit and
allow the referendum process to proceed
allowing for public input via a petition requiring
just 83 signatures of Pagosa Springs Town
Residents.
A successful referendum will require 83

signatures.  Upon satisfying that requirement,
there will be a town-wide election to determine
whether or not to repeal existing regulations
governing the smart development of big-boxes.
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WHAT DOES THE LAW SAY ABOUT 
YOUR INCOME AND LABOR?  By Jeff Maehr

1.  “Income is not a wage or  compensation for any type of labor. Staples
v. U.S., 21 F Supp 737 U.S. Dist.  Ct. ED PA, 1937.
2.  "The statute and the statute alone determines what is income to be

taxed.  It taxes only income "derived" from many different sources;  one
does not "derive income" by rendering services and charging for them."
Edwards v. Keith, 231 F. 110 (2nd Cir. 1916)
3.  Taxation Key, West 933 - "The Right to receive income or earnings

is a right belonging to every person and realization and receipts of income
is therefore not a privilege that can be taxed."
4.  "It has to be noted that, by the language of the Act, it is not salaries,

wages or compensation for personal services that are to be included in
gross  income. That which is to be included is gains, profits, and income
derived from salaries, wages, or compensation for personal services." The
United States Supreme Court, Lucas v. Earl, 281 U.S. 111 (1930).
5.  "Simply put, pay from a job is a 'wage,' and wages are not taxable.

Congress has taxed INCOME, not compensation." - Conner v. U.S. 303
F Supp. 1187 (1969).
6.  "For 1936, taxable income tax returns filed represented only 3.9% of

the population."... "The largest portion of consumer incomes in the
United States is not subject to income taxation. Likewise, only a small
proportion of the population of the United States is covered by the income
tax." Treasury  Department's Division of Tax Research publication,
"Collection at Source of the  Individual Normal Income Tax," 1941.
7.  "The general term "income" is not defined in the Internal Revenue

Code." US v Ballard, 535 F2d 400, 404, (1976)
8.  Mr. HEFLIN. An income tax seeks to reach the unearned wealth of

the country and to make it pay its share." 45 Congressional Record. 4420
(1909).
9.  INCOME TAX: A tax on the yearly profits “arising from” property,

professions, trades, and offices." Henry Campbell Black, A Law
Dictionary 612 (1910).
10.  INCOME TAX: “An income tax is a tax which relates to product

or income from property or from business pursuits.” Levi v. City of
Louisville, 30 S.W. 973, 974, 97 Ky. 394, 28 L.R.A. 480.
11.  "There can be no tax upon a man's right to live and earn his bread

by the sweat of his brow." O'Connell v. State Bd. of Equalization, 25 P.2d
114, 125 (Mont. 1933).
12.  "The poor man or the man in moderate circumstances does not

regard his wages or salary as an income that would have to pay its
proportionate tax under this new system." Gov. A.E. Wilson on the
Income Tax (16th) Amendment, N.Y. Times, Part 5, Page 13, February

26, 1911.
What is this saying?   Your Wage, Salary or Compensation for working

is NOT income, according to the law.  If your wages “produce”  money...
interest, etc., then THAT is “income” (derived FROM) your wages, and is
taxable, but ONLY Constitutionally.
Some will say that those court cases sited are “old.”  You bet they are...

they were the original law, before the “modern” courts perverted the laws
in conjunction with the IRS and the legal system, and defrauded the
public through our own ignorance and fear.
All it takes for YOU to be a free person, is to get back to the original

laws of the land... get back to knowledge... back to the Constitution... take
back your lost freedoms and rights... stand with the law in your hands.
On top of those laws, if you file a W4... for withholding, then you can

opt out of this and save a good portion of your income, legally.  According
to the IRS code, and Case law, you do NOT have to have money taken out
of your wages, period.  Simply review the actual laws, and challenge your
employer, and your tax “expert.”  
The employer cannot force you to sign a W4, and if the employer

would actually review the laws, they would save a big portion of their
profits, and YOU would get a 20-30% pay raise instantly.  Would that be
a bad thing? (See Resource page 22 for documents on W4 laws).
The ONLY way we will win is if more people stand up using the public

laws, and demanding their rights.  Don’t blindly jump into any of this...
get back to “schooling,” and prove these things for yourself.
All this has been deliberately withheld from you, locking you into a

slavery they control because we have become ignorant of the actual laws
we are supposed to understand.
If you are sick of being lied to, deceived, defrauded, coerced,

threatened... then simply take a stand and STOP the bully.  If you haven’t
proven you owe the so-called “income” taxes, if you haven’t looked at how
you are being fleeced by the IRS and Federal Reserve... if you can’t even
point to a single law that commands you to pay “income” taxes, then you
choose to be a slave... you choose to be ignorant... you CHOOSE to
support corruption and the global agenda.  IS THAT WHAT YOU
WANT FOR YOU AND YOURS???
You are walking past buried treasure... right below your feet.  You can’t

see it in your daily life, but it is all around you if you but DIG.  There’s a
saying... “Argue for your limitations... and sure enough, there yours.”
Take on your master’s facade... the matrix they have created for you...

keep performing like a good slave... don’t rock the boat... and comply with
your orders, despite an arsenal of law on your side. What do you want???

Public Health Medical Director Patricia Quinlisk confirmed the state has
the form, she told WND it's highly unlikely it will ever be used. 
"We've had these kinds of template orders for years, but we hardly ever

use them," Quinslick said. "I can count on two hands the number of times
– in 20 years – that we've had to relocate a person because of quarantine." 
Quinslick wasn't certain who released the blank document, or who

signed her name to the bottom of some versions circulating on the
Internet, but she wasn't concerned that it's been made public. 
"We're not trying to hide anything," she said. "This is the kind of form

we use." 
Quinslick told WND her department has prepared similar documents

for several contagious diseases to "have them ready just in case." 
But at the same time, she said, state law requires that when IPDH does

need to quarantine someone, it be done in the least restrictive way
possible, which typically means in the person's home. 

"Usually when we relocate, it's only because they have no place to be,
like a homeless tuberculosis patient," Quinslick said, "One time, I recall,
we relocated a homeless man to his relative's house." 
The Facility Quarantine Order for the H1N1 virus that has been

circulated online illustrates Quinslick's point. 
Following the order that a person be removed from his or her home,

the form contains a blank for explaining the reason, including one of the
following: "the person violated a previously issued home quarantine order,
the person does not have an appropriate home setting conducive to home
quarantine, etc." 
Quinslick told WND it was doubly unlikely the state would use the

form, since the swine flu has proven less dangerous than earlier estimates. 
"I don't anticipate using [the form] for H1N1, since it's been shown to

be a very mild disease," Quinslick said. "We found this spring it's not as
serious as feared." 
As for fears that Iowa is preparing detention centers for rounding up

Quarantine, From Page 3

See Quarantine, Page 20
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Constitutional Congressman?

The latest unemployment figures have been
released. Washington has poured billions into
stimulus packages. Recall that on February 7 of
last year, John Salazar "hailed" the stimulus
package saying, "I hope the president signs this
bill to send the message that help is on the way."
Unemployment among our veteran's is 11.3%.
Those of you who no longer have jobs in our
timber, oil, natural gas, and coal industries, take
heart, "help is on the way." Meanwhile,
President Obama has announced he will
encourage congress to extend unemployment
benefits, again.  
The answer to record breaking

unemployment is not another stimulus package,
and it is not spending more money on
unemployment benefits. The answer to
unemployment is to turn loose the private sector
right here in Western Colorado to create jobs.
As recently as 2008, almost 78% of the jobs in
Colorado were in the private sector. If I were
your congressman today, I would go to President
Obama and get an exception to his roadless
initiative so we can log the two million acres of
dead trees we have north of I-70. He has already
granted that exception for Alaska. Instead of
asking for an exception, John Salazar applauded
President Obama's return to road less miss-
management of our BLM and National Forest
lands.  
We need a congressman with the courage to

stand up for working people who have the skills,
and the determination to feed their families.
Instead, just two weeks ago, John Salazar
introduced a bill to expand the size of wilderness
areas in Western Colorado. Wake up John. We
don't need more wilderness areas right now, we
need jobs.  I am not a career politician nor have
I already run for this seat and lost. Nobody owns
me, and they never will.  Thanks for listening.

Bob McConnell - Of the People, By the
People, For the People - 970-846-4907
www.mcconnellforcongress.com

Editor’s Note:
Bob McConnell announced his bid for the

Senate seat on September 16th.  He wrote a
book called “Gentle Expeditions: a Guide to
Ethical Mountain Adventure,” regarding
responsible use of resources.  I spoke with Bob
and he is as sick of politics and corruption as we
are, and wants to get us back to the Constitution
and take back our country.  Be sure to visit his
website above to see who we have on our side.

Take Back our Country or Civil
Unrest?

When you look at what’s happening in
America today, I have to ask myself why there
hasn’t been more civil unrest taking place in
many parts of the country.
Politicians are making a hash of this nation--

-and much of the rest of the civilized world. We
know it. They know it. They know we know it.
But we don’t feel we can do anything much to
stop them.
That right there is the pre-condition for civil

unrest---when folks are frustrated and
politicians are nervous.
Worse, that was how things stood before last

fall’s crash. Before pals on both left and right
launched the biggest mass transfer of wealth in
history---transferring our wealth (what we had
left of it!) to their friends on Wall Street and in
the banking industry. In other words, that’s how
things were before things got bad! 
Now everybody’s talking about the ongoing

catastrophe (even if we are in a momentarily
sunny mood). But almost nobody is talking
about the logical---maybe even inevitable---
consequences of cynical or desperate politicians
abusing an already fed-up populace; civil unrest.
I mean people taking to the streets. Or mass,

resistance. Or crackdowns because the
government fears we might do something to
upset its apple cart. It’s going to happen.
Somewhere. At some time. It’s going to.
Especially when you think of the millions of
unemployed or soon-to-be unemployed and the

public awareness of this
extraordinary wealth that
was transferred to a few
individuals at levels
without historical
precedent in America.
Hell, there could even be
riots. Although few in

power are talking about it, rumors abound that
governments at many levels are planning for civil
unrest. One rumor is about a document
supposedly being circulated right now among
top federal officials. It’s called the “C&R
Document”---with C&R standing for “conflict
& revolution.” The much-storied paper is said to
be a plan for controlling the American people
when we get out of hand. True? Who knows.
But the very rumor tells us a lot about these
times.
Other things are not mere rumor. When the

federal government established a North
American Army Command in 2002, its purpose
wasn’t to repel foreign invaders. It was domestic
operations ---something long and rightly
forbidden by the Posse Comitatus Act. In
February of 2009, when military commanders in
Canada and the U.S. signed a pact allowing their
armies to operate inside each other’s country
they didn’t even bother to get authorization
from Congress---an illegal and unprecedented
move.  And once again, the purpose was
handling “domestic civil emergencies.”
And what of the dozens and dozens of

federal agencies that now have SWAT teams?
Seriously, what justifies the Bureau of Land
Management or the Department of Housing
and Urban Development having paramilitary
units?
Now maybe you like the idea of an Army that

watches over its own citizens. Maybe it makes
sense to have a government seize total dictatorial
power in event of a health emergency or
something else. Maybe you believe SWAT teams
will never be used except against bad guys. But
do you really trust these people?
Still, peace reigns. Mostly. At least here in

North America. But not everywhere. Not long
ago, France was brought to its knees by night
after night of rioting. In that country it’s become
almost common for workers to hold their bosses
hostage in hopes of winning economic
concessions. Greece, too, saw its normal life and
business shut down by days of rioting. So did
Iceland, a country that’s normally the picture of
civility.  Can the U.S. be forever immune?
It might not take much---and it could be

something out of the blue, something impossible
to anticipate---to set us against the “Trust us;
we’ll fix it” political crowd.
Hopefully, unrest will never erupt, because it’s

not going to be just us taking care of ourselves.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
LETTER POLICY:  Letters need to be typed so we can scan them in.  We will try to edit letters for grammatical errors, but no guarantees.  We will print your letter but need
your name and phone number on file to do so.  Anonymous letters will be printed depending on content, but don’t be afraid to step up and voice your personal opinion.  Email
letters to letters@southwestfreepress.com, or mail to P.O. Box 2923, Pagosa Springs, CO 81147

Contribute to the CC09 and help save America
Donate $100 and receive a FREE 1-oz, .999 pure silver CC2009
commemorative medallion! Every $50 donation now gets a FREE 1/2
oz. .999 pure silver CC2009 medallion!  Go to the order website at
http://www.givemeliberty.org/store/

See Letters, Page 14



NOBODY REMEMBERS
OBAMA AT COLUMBIA

Looking for evidence of Obama's past, Fox
News contacted 400 Columbia University
students from the period when Obama claims to
have been there, but none remembered him.
Wayne Allyn Root was, like Obama, a

political science major at Columbia who also
graduated in 1983. In 2008, Root says of
Obama, "I don't know a single person at
Columbia that knew him, and they all know me.
I don't have a classmate who ever knew

Barack Obama at Columbia. Ever! Nobody
recalls him. I'm not exaggerating, I'm not
kidding."Root adds that he was also, like
Obama, "Class of '83 political science, pre-law"
and says, "You don't get more exact or closer
than that. Never met him in my life, don't know
anyone who ever met him. 
At the class reunion, our 20th reunion five

years ago, who was asked to be the speaker of the
class? Me. 
No one ever heard of Barack! And five years

ago, nobody even knew who he was. The guy
who writes the class notes, who's kind of the, as
we say in New York, the macha who knows
everybody, has yet to find a person, a human who
ever met him. Is that not strange?
It's very strange." Obama's photograph does

not appear in the school's yearbook and Obama
consistently declines requests to talk about his
years at Columbia, provide school records, or
provide the name of any former classmates or
friends while at Columbia.

Editor’s NOTE: Root graduated as
Valedictorian from his high school, Thornton-
Donovan School, then graduated from
Columbia University in 1983 as a Political
Science major (in the same class as President
Barack Obama WAS SUPPOSED TO HAVE
BEEN IN).

NOBODY REMEMBERS
OBAMA AT COLUMBIA

The above mentioned background on Mr.
Obama was sent to me by a Chief Master
Sergeant (USAF, ret.) whose 35-year
background is in installation and physical
security.  I have known and worked with him the
past 4-years.   
My personal view is that this is just more of

the same...Obama was not known prior to now,
and he is a TROJAN HORSE systematically
placed to destroy the United States.  His mere 9-
month history at the helm of our Nation's
government presents ample evidence to support
my statement.  The programs he has rammed
through, the Executive Orders he continues to
sign to circumvent the legislative process, the
impossible-to-recover deficit which he has

burdened our country with another "stimulus"
round about to be announced, the absolute
radical shift to Marxism he has orchestrated, the
weakening of International diplomacy reducing
America to "just another country" status, the
disrespect for the Constitution of the United
States of America he swore to uphold and
defend, etc., etc. add up to the notion that Mr.
Obama purposefully remained cloistered by
powerful masters until such time when he
navigated through very charted waters to land
where he is currently. 
Voting over a hundred times "present" in the

Illinois State Senate, and following similar
patterns in the United States Senate does not
give the appearance of someone who wanted to
leave much of a mark.  It appears, with the
information uncovered by FOX NEWS below,
Mr Obama was learning this type of "2-step" for
quite a while.
LYLE J. RAPACKI, Ph.D.
-Protective Intelligence Specialist and Agent
-Consultant at Behavioral Analysis and

Threat Assessment
-Independent Intelligence Analyst and

Licensed Private Investigator

HR 615

The Senate health committee voted 12-11 in
favor of a two-page amendment, courtesy of
Republican Tom Coburn which would require
all Members of Congress and their staff
members to enroll in any new government-run
health plan.
Congressman John Fleming has proposed an

amendment that would require Congressmen
and Senators to take the same health care plan
that they would force on us. (Under proposed
legislation they are exempt.)
Congressman Fleming is encouraging people

to go to his Website and sign his petition.  The
process is very simple.  I have done just that at:
http://fleming.house.gov/index.html
Senator Coburn and Congressman Fleming

are both physicians.  Regardless of your political
beliefs, it sure seems reasonable that Congress
should have exactly the same medical coverage
that they impose on the rest of us.

You probably heard that, as a result of the
overwhelming scandals that the radical left-
wing group "ACORN" is involved in, and after
a HUGE public outcry, Congress recently voted
to de-fund them.

Radical Left-Wing Group ACORN
To, AGAIN, Receive MILLIONS of
Taxpayer Dollars

The "Association of Community
Organizations for Reform Now" -- is a far-left
group of "community organizers" that has not
only worked extra hard to support liberal
causes and get Barack Hussein Obama elected
-- they broke numerous laws in the process.
And YOUR taxpayer dollars helped them to

do it!
During the last two election cycles,

ACORN has been under investigation for
election fraud and related offenses in nearly 20
states, for crimes ranging from false voter
registrations and illegal voting, to identity theft
and records tampering, to using felons as

registration workers. And, recently, a private
undercover "sting" operation showed ACORN
employees were willing to help human sex slave
traffickers to run their illegal "businesses"
(including child prostitution) -- and how to
dodge having to pay taxes, on top of it!
According to the Employment Policies

Institute, ACORN is a non-profit (but not
federally tax-exempt) organization at the center
of a vast web of groups run by long-time anti-
corporate activist Wade Rathke and a handful of
his closest allies. It operates in at least 38 states,
as well as in Canada, Mexico, and Peru, and is
integral in a fight to prevent Foreign Direct
Investment in India. Rathke said ACORN plans
to continue its growth by adding offices in 100
new cities over the next five years, after seeing
100 percent growth in offices between 2003 and
2004. 
ACORN claims 200,000 member families

(though member dues only account for eight
percent of the organization's massive budget),
and represents approximately 80,000 union
members. It operates "social justice" radio
stations, community television groups, and a
magazine. It runs home mortgage and tax
counseling centers, a voter-mobilization
organization, left-wing schools, a furniture
company, a consulting firm, and a law/lobbying
firm.
It's funded by YOU AND ME -- to the tune

of MILLIONS OF TAXPAYER DOLLARS
YEARLY! 
In fact, ACORN has received more than $53

million in direct taxpayer funding since 1994,
and countless millions more through grants
from financial institutions throughout the
country. And, bills passed this year could give
ACORN access to as much as $10 billion more.
The American people were so upset with the

extent of ACORN's criminal activities that we
demanded that Congress de-fund this radical
leftist group. Last month, Congress was forced
to do so -- but they TRICKED us, and now
ACORN is set to start getting taxpayer funding
again, starting on November 1st!

THOUSANDS TURN OUT FOR
TEA PARTY EXPRESS RALLIES!

Latest Rally Draws Over 1,000+ In Liberal
San Francisco Bay Area

Crowds continue to build as the Tea Party
Express II: Countdown to Judgment Day
(www.TeaPartyExpress.org) gains momentum!
Yesterday in the very liberal San Francisco Bay
Area, more than 1,000 people turned out to
show their support for smaller government, less
deficit-spending, and opposition to
government-run healthcare. 
The rally held particular importance as a

Special Election for Congress takes place on
November 3rd in California's 10th
Congressional District.  Conservative candidate
for Congress, David Harmer, spoke at the event.
The Tea Party Express II is a 19-day, 7,000-

mile journey across the country with a caravan of
vehicles holding tea party rallies in 38 cities
across America.  The Tea Party Express is
advocating for less government spending, an end
to the bailouts, lower taxes, opposition to
government-run healthcare and opposition to
the growth in the size and intrusiveness of

News Briefs
(See Resource page, P. 22 for expanded information on many of these stories)
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WHO IS BARACK OBAMA?
BY JOE CREWS AND HARVEY WYSONG - Canadianfreepress.com

Young Americans for Liberty (YAL) is a youth organization dedicated to
restoring this republic to its original intended status.  The youth of our
country are the future, and schools and campuses all across America are
forming YAL groups.
YAL is the continuation of Students for Ron Paul (SFP). In less than 8

months, SFP established over 500 college and high school chapters in all 50
states and over 26,000 students joined the Ron Paul 2008 campaign.
With this network, YAL seeks to recruit, train, educate, and mobilize

students on the ideals of liberty and the Constitution. This is not a new
beginning but a continuation of a youth movement already brewing in this
country. Our objective is to facilitate its success.
A member of Young Americans for Liberty is between the ages of 15 and

39 and pays an annual due. Individuals under the age of 15 can still join, but
will be considered Junior members. To start, dues are only $10/year.  Benefits
include subscription to “Young American Revolution” magazine, 
If you are not within this age bracket, don't despair! Senior (over 39) YAL

members are welcome to join for a $50 annual donation and will receive many
of the same great benefits.
YAL Mission Statement
The mission of Young Americans for Liberty (YAL) is to train, educate,

and mobilize youth activists committed to "winning on principle." Our goal is
to cast the leaders of tomorrow and reclaim the policies, candidates, and

direction of our government.
YAL Statement of Principles!
We are the Young Americans for Liberty (YAL). As Americans we

recognize the God-given natural rights of life, liberty, and property set forth
by our Founding Fathers. Our country was created to protect the freedoms of
the individual and directed by we the people.
We recognize that freedom deserves responsibility and therefore we hold

ourselves to a high moral character and conduct. Integrity emphasizes our
stance towards action. Principle defines our outlook towards government.
Peace and prosperity drives our ambitions towards our countrymen.
We inherit a corrupt, coercive world that has lost respect for voluntary

action. Our government has failed and dragged our country into moral decay.
The political class dominates the agenda with a violent, callous, controlling
grip. And, for this we do not stand.  We welcome limited government
conservatives, classical liberals, and libertarians who trust in the creed we set
forth.
WE, as Young Americans for Liberty believe:
-THAT government is the negation of liberty; 
-THAT voluntary action is the only ethical behavior; 
-THAT respect for the individual's property is fundamental to
a peaceful society;
-THAT violent action is only warranted in defense of one's
property; 
-THAT the individual owns his/her body and is therefore 
responsible for his/her actions;
-THAT society is a responsibility of the people, not the
government.
YAL is in partnership with Campaign for Liberty (campaignforliberty.org)

and many other freedom groups and organizations. For more Information, go
to www.yaliberty.org/

Barack Obama is less of a person than an image— a brand. People see
whatever they want as they do on a Rorschach test. But does anyone really
know him?
In fact, he is:
* An empty suit.
* A man with no birth certificate.
* A man who was deserted in childhood by his biological father.
* A man whose birth records, both in the United States and Kenya,

are sealed by government order.
* A man whose childhood mentor, Frank Marshall Davis, spied on

U.S. military installations in Hawaii for the Soviet Union, edited a
communist newspaper, authored pornographic novels, and wrote poetry in
praise of Joseph Stalin.

* A man mentored by and still supported by radical Muslims.
* A man who promised transparency in government, but has spent

over a million dollars in legal fees hiding information that would
determine his eligibility to be President.

* A former drug user.
* A man whose academic records are sealed from kindergarten

through law school.
* A man who arrived in New York in June of 1981 without enough

money to get a hotel room, but one month later flew to Indonesia and
Pakistan.

* Why did he go?
* Who paid his expenses?
* A man who traveled to Pakistan when it was illegal for U.S. citizens

to do so. So what country’s passport did he use?
* A man whose Law School Admission Test scores and grades at

Columbia University are known to have been mediocre, but was admitted
to Harvard Law School through the intervention of a Saudi named Khalid
al-Mansour.

* A law review editor who never published an article in any law
review.

* A lawyer with no significant accomplishments in the law and no
reputation in the legal community.

* A former State and U.S. Senator, who never authored a piece of
legislation.

* A disciple of the Marxist Saul Alinsky.
* A product of the Chicago political machine—the most corrupt

political organization in America.
* A man who selects Marxists, corrupt politicians, and criminals as

his close political associates and personal friends.
* A man whose presidential candidacy was endorsed by the

Democratic Socialists of America, the Socialist International, and the
Workers International League.

* A man lauded for the literary brilliance of two memoirs, both of
which were ghostwritten by others.

* A so-called Christian who says that knowing when human life
begins is “above his pay-grade,” but somehow knows that abortion is
permissible at any stage.

* A man who thinks “waterboarding” is immoral, but that partial-
birth abortion is moral.

* A man who publicly laments slavery in America—which was
abolished 150 years ago—but praises Islam, which still practices both
slavery and the sexual mutilation of young girls.

* A man who speaks endlessly about helping the less fortunate, but
gives almost none of his sizeable income to charity—not even to his half-
brother, who is living in squalor in Kenya.

* A man who had the most left-wing voting record in the United
State Senate, but was predicted by the press to “govern from the middle.”

* A man who has never created a job, met a payroll, or even operated
a lemonade stand, but wants to tell Detroit how to make cars.

* A President who has never before served as an executive in either
the private or the public sector.

* A Commander-in-Chief who doesn’t know how to shoot a rifle,
throw a hand-grenade, drive a tank, fly a plane, or con a ship.

* A Commander-in-Chief who has publicly divulged some of our
nation’s most important intelligence secrets.

* A man who has been put in charge of the largest economic engine
that ever existed, but has never invested in the stock market and admits
total ignorance of it.

* A President who says that science will guide his administration, but
has no education in the sciences.

* A man who is proficient in reading what is written for him on a
teleprompter, but jerks and stammers his way through any off-the-cuff
speaking.

* A man whose health records are sealed from childhood to the
present day.

* A man whose educational records are sealed from childhood
through law school.

* A man who spent 20 years in a church whose pastor espouses
Marxist Liberation Theology, anti-Americanism, anti-capitalism, and
anti-Semitism, but claims he never heard his pastor utter anti-American,
and anti-Semitic statements.

* A man who added more to the National Debt in 100 days than all
other Presidents did in the past 220 years, yet feels qualified to lecture
Americans about “fiscal responsibility”.

* A man who publicly expressed disdain for the U.S. Constitution on
a Chicago radio station because it limited the government’s ability to
“redistribute wealth.”

* The first American President to bow before a foreign head of
state—a Muslim dictator.

* A man who sits and listens submissively while his country is
See Obama, Page 20
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government in general.

OnStar Stolen Vehicle Slowdown
Helps Recover Carjacked Vehicle,
Prevents High-Speed Chase
Law Enforcement Officials Credit Service

with Fast and Safe Recovery of 2009 Chevrolet
Tahoe.
Detroit, Mich. – GM and OnStar announce

the use of OnStar’s Stolen Vehicle Slowdown
(SVS) service to help safely recover a 2009
Chevrolet Tahoe that was carjacked at gunpoint
from a subscriber in Visalia, California. This is
the first time that SVS has been activated to help
a subscriber in a carjacking situation. 
At approximately 3:18 a.m. PDT on Sunday,

Oct. 18, Lindsay, California resident Jose Ruiz
and his cousin were carjacked by a lone assailant
wielding a shotgun. The perpetrator ordered the
two men out of the vehicle, robbed them of
personal belongings and sped off in the Tahoe. 
Ruiz was able to flag down a police officer to

report the incident. He notified them that his
vehicle was equipped with OnStar, and
requested that the Visalia officers leverage the
service to help recover his vehicle. 
Once OnStar advisors verified that the Tahoe

had been stolen and that the subscriber had
requested assistance, they were able to quickly
locate the Tahoe and alert the Visalia officers of
its location. They were also then able to initiate
OnStar’s newest stolen vehicle recovery service,
Remote Ignition Block, to ensure that if the
suspect stopped the vehicle before the officers
were able to locate it visually, he wouldn’t be able
to restart it. Once officers had the vehicle in
sight, they requested that Stolen Vehicle
Slowdown be initiated. Once the vehicle had
been safely slowed to a stop, the suspect then
attempted to escape on foot, but was quickly
apprehended by officers without incident. 
Less than 16 minutes after OnStar was first

contacted, Ruiz’ Tahoe was safely recovered. 
“While this was the first time that we’ve used

the Stolen Vehicle Slowdown service, we have
used OnStar in several other cases to help locate
and recover stolen vehicles. It’s a valuable tool
for our agency,” shared Visalia Police
Department Sergeant Steven Phillips. “In this
case, it helped us not only safely recover a vehicle
for a local citizen, but also prevented a dangerous
high-speed chase and allowed us to quickly
apprehend a suspect. It’s a win for everyone.” 
While obviously thrilled to have his vehicle

back, Ruiz was even more pleased that no lives
were lost and no one was injured in the incident. 
“As soon as he took my car, the first thing I

thought of was to call OnStar because I knew
they could get it back,” Ruiz recalled. “It was a
frightening situation, but I know it could have
been a lot worse. I’m very grateful that OnStar
was there for me.” 
Since launch in October of 2008, OnStar’s

Stolen Vehicle Slowdown service has been
deployed 38 times in a wide variety of situations,
including rental vehicles, thefts from dealers and
on stationary vehicles in order to prevent a high-
speed chase from potentially starting. 
In 2008, 334 people were killed in the U.S. in

crashes that resulted from police pursuits,
according to the National Highway Traffic and
Safety Administration. Stolen Vehicle
Slowdown helps take high speed pursuits out of
the equation, and reduces the chance that a
subscriber’s stolen vehicle will be crashed during

a chase. 
“This situation allowed us to leverage our full

suite of Stolen Vehicle Assistance services –
Vehicle Location, RIB and SVS,” said OnStar
President Walt Dorfstatter. “This is the perfect
illustration of how our services come together
for the benefit of our subscribers and the
community.” 
How Stolen Vehicle Slowdown Works Once

an OnStar subscriber has reported a stolen
vehicle to law enforcement, he or she can call
OnStar and request Stolen Vehicle Assistance.
An OnStar Advisor will use advanced Global
Positioning Satellite technology to pinpoint the
exact location of the stolen vehicle which will be
provided only to law enforcement. 
Once law enforcement officials have the

stolen vehicle in a clear line of sight to know
conditions are safe, they can request that the
OnStar Advisor remotely slow it down. OnStar
will then send a signal to the vehicle’s engine,
reducing engine power and gradually slowing
the vehicle to idle speed while all other vehicle
systems, including power steering and brakes,
remain fully operational. 
OnStar has offered Stolen Vehicle Assistance

services with GPS location since 1996. It now
receives approximately 500 Stolen Vehicle
Assistance requests from subscribers each
month, and has helped in nearly 40,000 requests
over the past twelve years. OnStar’s suite of
services also includes Automatic Crash
Response, Emergency Services, Remote Door
Unlock, Roadside Assistance, Crisis Assist,
OnStar Turn-by-Turn Navigation, Hands Free
Calling and OnStar Vehicle Diagnostics. 
OnStar’s Stolen Vehicle Slowdown was put

into production in October of 2008 and is
exclusively on GM vehicles in the U.S. and
Canada. The service is included in the OnStar
subscription that comes standard for one year on
eligible Model Year 2009 and newer OnStar-
equipped vehicles. Subscribers who prefer not to
have the Stolen Vehicle Slowdown capability on
their vehicle may contact OnStar to opt out of
the service at any time. The rest of their OnStar
services will remain active and unaffected.

Editor’s Note:

Aaahhh... do I need to point out the obvious
here?  The service sounds great, and wonderful
for a totally corrupt society.  How many stolen
vehicles are there in America?  How many are

covered by insurance against this?
OK... so how many people feel “secure” in

having “OnStar watching over them,” and
feeling safe?  In the hands of a good government
and police force, I’d feel great, but what if this is
a simple means to be able to stop you dead in
your tracks when you feel threatened by YOUR
government, and are on the move?
What about potentially freezing ALL

vehicles with this technology soon?  Do you
really believe this technology is “optional?”  You
press a button and you’re “free” of their control?
LOL...  How stupid are we getting?
The net continues to lower around us all... in

as many ways as they can think of.  Keep
hammering on every aspect of our lives... what
we drive, what we buy, our communications, our
finances, our very habits... 

Devout Muslims named to Homeland
Security positions!

Obama and Janet Napolitano Appoint Arif
Alikhan, a devout Muslim, as Assistant
Secretary for Policy Development Source for
announcement: Homeland Security Press
Room. 
The American-Arab Anti-Discrimination

Committee (ADC) is proud to announce that
the DHS Secretary Janet Napolitano swore-in
Kareem Shora, a devout Muslim, who was born
in Damascus, Syria as ADC National Executive
Director as a member of the Homeland Security
Advisory Council (HSAC).
http://www.adc.org/

Editor’s Note:

Have you ever heard of an appointment to a
government position being a “devout” Catholic
or protestant?  Let’s see... the Muslims believe
Jesus Christ is a liar, and believe all people on
Earth will be Muslim, or die.  I feel so secure
now,  and safer now that sworn enemies have
control of “homeland security.”  Obama is a
genius... very likely a Muslim genius... and we
still sit back and allow this...

Quick Witted...

A crowded United Airlines flight was
canceled.  A single agent was re-booking a long
line of inconvenienced travelers.  Suddenly, an

News Briefs, from Page 7

See News Briefs, Page 16

WHAT if the president of the United States is not
constitutionally eligible to serve? Is it possible that a
straightforward criterion was overlooked during a long,
grueling, expensive campaign? Why are so many
questions about something so simple still going
unanswered? "A Question Of Eligibility" goes where no
other documentary has dared to go in seeking the answers
to those questions, including one that millions of
Americans are asking: "Why won't Barack Obama release
publicly the long-form birth certificate he claims to have
from the state of Hawaii?"
In this video, you will hear from four experts on the

subject:  Dr. Jerome Corsi, author of the New York Times
No. 1 bestseller “The Obama Nation”; Orly Taitz, the
Southern California lawyer who has led the legal fight to
secure the evidence of Barack Obama's eligibility; Alan
Keyes, a third-party presidential candidate in 2008 and
the man who challenged Obama for the Illinois U.S.
Senate seat that served as a springboard to his presidential
ambitions; and Janet Porter, radio talk-show host and political activist who has championed this
critical and threatening constitutional issue.  Video Presale: http://www.wnd.com/eligibility



By Jim R. Schwiesow - September 4, 2006 - NewsWithViews.com

It has come to my attention that Maricopa County Sheriff Joe Arpaio
has set up a militia to help deal with the increasing crime problems in his
jurisdiction wrought by an ever increasing flood of illegal aliens. Sheriff
Arpaio ought to be commended for his on going efforts in behalf of the
law-abiding citizens of Maricopa County. Maybe in Arizona this will be
the case, and he will receive the support of the local politicians and that of
those whom he has sworn to protect. But the chances are much more
likely that if he has not already undergone an all out serious assault on his
character and integrity by a cadre of political hacks, jealous professional
rivals and bleeding hearts he most probably will. To be successful and
effective is to invite censure and reproach from political cretins and
apostate associates. Let me tell you how I know this. 
In late 1999, as Sheriff of Sioux County, I set up an armed militia, or

as it is more likely to be called, a Sheriff ’s Posse. Y2K was rapidly
approaching and I reasoned that in the event that major civil disorder
should occur, and cause something of the nature that we witnessed in New
Orleans, we should have an armed force ready to help oversee the safety
and welfare of the people in my county. I already knew what the people of
New Orleans learned... that the feds couldn’t be trusted to differentiate
between criminal marauders and law-abiding citizens. 
The statutes of the State of Iowa provide the authority for the sheriffs'

of the state to summon the power of the county, and to deputize citizens
to assist them in carrying out their duties. I had in my county 400 solid
citizens to whom I had issued concealed weapons permits. I knew these
people and trusted them implicitly. Each of these individuals had
undergone a thorough criminal background check and they were of
unimpeachable character. Sensing that I had a great pool of armed and
intelligent people to select from, I contacted these permit holders, both
men and women, and asked if they would be willing to serve as members
of a sheriff 's posse. 
Except for a handful of elderly citizens who heart-brokenly told me

that they felt they were too old to function effectively as a posse member,
all of those whom I contacted accepted willingly and with enthusiasm. I
advised those who felt that their more advanced age would prohibit their
service that there were many things that they could do beside just carry a
gun and confront outlaws, and they signed up also. Now all hell broke
loose, but before I get into that, I want to give you some additional
background. 
I have served forty-three years in law enforcement. And if you count

three years as a military policeman in the occupying forces in post war
Berlin, Germany I have a total of forty-six years of law enforcement
service. I served fifteen years as a municipal police officer, and then I ran
for the office of county sheriff, and was elected. In 1977 I was sworn in to
the first of seven consecutive four-year terms of office. During my twenty-
eight years as sheriff I was able to build an office of considerable stature
with capabilities and abilities, which had been heretofore lacking in the
office. In 1979 I was elected “Iowa Sheriff of the Year” by the Iowa State
Sheriffs’ and Deputies’ Association,
and I served for eight consecutive
years as a governor's appointee to
the Iowa Board of Corrections. The
solid reputation of the office was
widely known, and I received yearly
hundreds of inquiries and requests
for applications for positions on the
staff. All of this counted for nothing
when the crap hit the fan over my
formation of a sheriff 's posse. 
Anyone familiar with county

level politics will tell you that if a
county officer succeeds and makes
his office one of admiration and
respect, this will almost always
engender the animosity and jealousy
of other county offices, and
particularly that of the county board
of supervisors, or as they are called in
some states the board of
commissioners. I can truthfully say
that there was never a time during
my entire twenty-eight years as
sheriff that the board of supervisors
did not consider me to be other than
an enemy to be dominated and

controlled. They used every imaginable tactic throughout the entirety of
my service to impede, denigrate and hold back the progress of my office.
The more accolades the sheriff 's office received for service and excellence
the worse the envy and animosity became. The only thing that saved my
political hide during my first five terms in office was that my office was
very effective in protecting the lives, rights and property of the citizens and
therefore had excellent public support. We will see that this also changed
through the years as the ethics and morals of the new generation
transmuted. But, while this public support held and was consistent the
board had to be covert and underhanded in their effort to undermine the
sheriff 's office. 
Their chance finally arrived with my formation of a sheriff 's posse. And

they immediately seized their opportunity to vilify the sheriff. In open
board meetings, with media present, they never missed a chance to refer to
me as a wild-eyed and dangerous nutcase who was assembling a lynch
mob. They would invite me to their meetings on the pretense of discussing
office issues, and then call the TV stations with anonymous tips that
something big was going on with the sheriff 's office that was worthy of
media coverage. 
When I would arrive at the meetings, invariably the TV cameras would

be already in place. The pretext use to lure me to the meeting would be
forgotten, and board members would bait me with inflammatory
comments. And then as the TV cameras rolled and the reporters scribbled
frantically on their pads the good times would roll, for all, of course, but
me. They said in one of their meetings that, "I had left the farm." Meaning
of course that because I was concerned enough to plan for the safety of the
citizens in the county by assembling a Sheriff ’s Posse that I had taken
leave of my senses. 
These events generated media frenzy and the comments made by board

members were appearing in publications from coast to coast. The Wall
Street Journal, for whom I had previously had some respect, ran a
demeaning article, in which they highlighted the board's "left the farm”
comment, on their front page. The media sensationalism and hysteria
became so intense that my heretofore-public support began to wane and
dissipate. The Board was elated and poured it on with intensity. Every
comment that I made to the media was either taken out of context or
edited. I was almost always misquoted and the so-called news articles in
the area papers were no more than biased editorials by young and dumb
reporters. I finally quit making comments and public statement, and I
refused to meet with, or talk to, the print or electronic media people. Mind
you all of this because I cared enough about the people, whom I served, to
want to protect them and ensure their safety and secure their
constitutional rights in times of crisis. 
But the board wasn't through with me yet. They smelled blood in the

water, and like the sharks that they were they intensified their smear
campaign and morphed it into a crusade to get rid of me. They
surreptitiously approached my staff people and were able to assemble from
among them a cadre of disloyal deputies to help them with their cause. I
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To Obtain your own personal Jury Handbook, just go to our resource website at
http://southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Jury-Handbook.pdf.  This will provide all the ammo you
need to take back liberty and protect yourself and your neighbors.  Don’t let this RIGHT and
DUTY escape your grasp.  We rule, they don’t... and we can’t do it without YOU standing up!

SHERIFFS NEED TO TAKE THE LEAD

See Sheriff, Page 11
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was inundated with union grievances, and there
were many outright and deliberate violations of
my administrative policies. It became so bad that
I had to demote an administrative Lieutenant
and reassign him to patrol duty. The board
immediately took up his cause, and once again
the media frenzy was re-ignited. The board
entertained the deputy at their meetings and
commiserated with him in open meetings to
which I had not been invited. 
Interviews with the Lieutenant were set up

during which he actually cried in front of the
TV cameras. He unashamedly blubbered that
the reduction in his salary was starving his
family, this even though he was making
$50,000.00 a year plus $21,000.00 in benefits
after his demotion. The bleeding hearts were all
over me despite the fact that the Iowa Code
made provision for just such a demotion. By
statute the sheriff has the right to politically
appoint his first two deputies and the
appointments, if made, may be withdrawn
without cause. I had cause, but this made little
difference as the people, were beginning to
believe, due to a pattern of frequent repetition,
the manure being shoveled by the board, the
media and the shameless deputy. 
There is a lesson to be learned from this, the

media is never interested in the truth of a matter
or even in an impartial probe of the facts of a
situation. They thrive on controversy and
sensationalism and will go to great lengths to
promote it if it is not present. They choose a side
and then expend all of their energy making sure
that their side wins in the realm of public
opinion. They never used my name in a sentence
without preceding it with the word
controversial. I was routinely referred to as,
“controversial sheriff Jim Schwiesow.” We have

been programmed to be a nation of sheep and
the concept of justice is now completely warped.
People will cry and sob over the plight of
criminals, killers, prison inmates, and
insubordinate employees, and ignore the damage
inflicted by these people. 
Thirty years ago people would have looked at

the circumstances of my situation, said hogwash
and moved on with their lives. Now, however,
the continual caterwauling and carrying on took
root in gullible minds and enabled the board and
the local party officials to promote the candidacy
of the disloyal and shame deficient former
Lieutenant for a run for the sheriff 's office. The
problem was that I still had a year and a half to
serve on my term of office. If they were to be rid
of me this had to be dealt with. 
One day one of the board members called me

and asked me to meet him in a restaurant in a
town situated in a neighboring county. I was
suspicious, but could not resist hearing of what
kind of further skullduggery the board was up
to. After some phony preliminaries, this
supervisor got down to business and made a
proposal that he felt I wouldn't be able to resist.
He told me that the board would be willing to
buy out the remaining year and a half of my term
of office for $150,000.00. I said to him that I
believed this to be illegal, and he replied that the
board had consulted the county attorney
(another story here) and that she had informed
them that it was entirely legal. In order to
ascertain if he was acting on behalf of the entire
board I asked him to put it in writing. 
The following day he appeared at my office

and asked to speak with me privately. He had
with him a handwritten proposal the content of
which was that the board would pay me
$150,000.00 either in one lump sum or in
installments if I would resign my position as

sheriff. The supervisor advised that the board
would make a public release stating that I would
be a paid (but inactive) consultant in exchange
for the money. I said to the man, "Let me get
this straight, you are willing to soak the
taxpayers of this county an extra $150,000.00 by
paying me and a newly appointed sheriff a total
of $300,000.00 over the next year and a half?"
He replied, with a look on his face, which was
supposed to make me believe that my statement
had hurt his feelings, that they were just being
kind and offering me an early retirement
package. I said, "Sure you are, now I’ll tell you
what I am going to do, I'm going to serve out
every day of every week of every month of my
term of office." And with that we parted
company, but not before he said to me, "You are
being foolish, you could have used the money to
buy that land in Arizona which you want." 
So there you have it, a sad true tale of the

sheriff who wanted to set up a militia to provide
for the safety and well being of those he had
sworn to protect. I might add that I did set up a
militia, despite the board of supervisors and
despite a stupidly hostile media. I had calls from
states attorneys and sheriffs' from across the
country with statements of support and inquiries
as to the language of the state law, which allowed
me to do so.
Editor’s Note:  sheriffmack.com
Sheriff Mack, who spoke several months ago

to a crowd in Pagosa, is working with
approximately 900 sheriff elections in 2010...
Areas which want a Constitutional Sheriff...
someone who is not a coward, not fearful of the
law and their duty... someone who will create
such a defensive “militia” of honorable citizens,
to defend our county and make a change in the
corrupt politics many counties have to deal with.
How about a Constitutional Sheriff???

Sheriff, from Page 10
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Attention Archuleta County Republicans...
Your Next Sheriff is On His Way!
The Archuleta County Guard, along with the Law Club,
are in dialog with at least three people willing to run as a
Constitutional Sheriff.  This means we tap into the Tea
Party and 912er Spirit, the Love for the Constitution, and
the Freedom and Rights guaranteed all citizens, but which
are being ignored by our present Sheriff  and other law
enforcement and judicial pawns... (video and affidavit
proof available), so what do YOU want for YOUR
County?  Do you want REAL Change, or just more lies
and more destruction and manipulation of the power of
the people?  Wake Up America... our nation is being over-
run by criminals!
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Letters to the Editor - Continued

Thru Nov 25

Kingdom Timber & Frame, 
Chama, NM - 575.756.2705
While the earth remains ...

Genesis 8:22

It’s going to be “us against them.” It might be
workers against bosses. Or the poor against
bankers. Or blacks against Hispanics. Or little folk
against Big Men in public office. Or farmers
against the USDA. Or xenophobes against
xenophiles. But, however it happens, the
implications aren’t as Boy-Scoutish as just taking
care of ourselves in an emergency.
But in every case, preparedness, foreknowledge,

and a cool head will definitely come in handy.
Some of us already have lines in the sand that

would inspire us to resist abuses of authority. And
that, right there, is something our would-be
masters fear---our disobedience. What will
happen? And when? Nobody has a crystal ball. But
the combination of public frustration and
governmental apprehension is an explosive one.
Someday, somebody will light the match. And it
might not be that far away.

JIM  SAWICKI
Pagosa Springs

Republican National Committee
Letter for money...  How to Respond!
If any of you get those letters from the RNC or

any other Republican organization, asking you for
donations to "get more Republicans elected",
don't throw them in the trash! They are giving you
a chance to blister their butts and they're paying
the freight by supplying you with a postage-paid
return envelope. 
We can turn the Republican Party around and

set them on a "Reagan Conservative" path, but you
have to let them know about your disappointment
with where they are now. 
The following is my latest missive to the RNC.

I'm not treating them gently and I don't think you

should either. They
have to get the
message and it's up
to us to beat it into
them. 

R e p u b l i c a n
N a t i o n a l
Committee, 310 First
St. SE  Washington,
DC.  

You have the
nerve to ask me to
donate to the
Republican Party
after you spent
$900,000 of our
contribution money
supporting a Republican RINO in the NY
Congressional District 23 race? 
Your candidate was further left than Bill

Owens, her Democrat opponent, and after she
withdrew from the race she endorsed the
Democrat, and you wanted me to help elect her? 
Even the RNC chairman, Michael Steele, was

pulling for her. 
You are working against the best interests of the

Republican rank and file. You are spending our
money to kill the Republican Party. We’re not
willing to turn this party into Democrat Lite.  You
will not get one more nickel from the
conservatives in the party.  We’re cutting you off. 
We’ll continue to donate to conservative

incumbents and candidates but you RINOs can go
straight to Hell and take your party with you! 

Roger Hazlewood, Former contributor, 
Cortez, Colorado

S e n i o r
Citizen’s vs
Senior Citizens?

The vice
president of
Archuleta Seniors,
Inc., Bill Bechtold,
announced at noon
on Monday, Nov. 2,
at the Senior Center

that there would be no election of officers this fall
because there were not enough candidates to be on
the ballot. For an organization of some 1000+
members, this is a disgrace.
The major fault that the current Board could not

find candidates offices lies not with the membership
but with the current Board of Directors. Because of
poor leadership, members of the organization have
not cared to be involved with the organization.  The
reflection is on the Board. When an organization like
ASI is well run, people are eager to assist.
This year’s Board has had numerous resignations

because of the power-grabbing tactics by several
officers.
The truth is that the Board was handed a slate of

officers in September.  That slate was only one
person short, with plenty of time to find one more
person. However, because some Board members did
not approve of those on the slate, they declared the
slate to be illegal, claiming that some on the slate had
already stated they would not run. We wonder if
“changing your mind” is also illegal. The Board did
not bother to check with each person  listed.  All had
indicated their desire to run so long as the current
officers would no longer be on the Board for the next
calendar year.
The election should have been held in October.

Unfortunately, at that time, the President  claimed
everyone was “too busy planning for Octoberfest” to
hold an election.  This has never been true in the
past. The real truth is that officers have poorly run
the business of the Board.
For a wonderful group of senior citizens, this is a

shame, and the Board’s action regarding an election
is totally unacceptable!
Concerned Seniors of Archuleta County

Letters, From Page 6
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What is Wrong with Leadership? by Daniel Lyon

Living Streams Probiotic
POWERFUL ANTI-FLU/INFECTION AGENT

Are you prepared for infective agents in a pandemic?
Infective agents, such as bacteria, virus, fungus, mold,
yeast and other agents cause more sickness and deaths
than any other cause.
Stop these infections in their tracks.  Living Streams

Probiotic’s secret is in the "solution" friendly flora
produce which is VERY anti-infective.   
2 oz, $29.95, 4 oz, $54.95, 8 oz, $79.95 Money Back

Guarantee!
Order Online  at 

http://purehealthsystems.com/living-streams-
probiotic.html,  or  Call Pure Health Systems at
(970) 731-9724 for ordering & local pickup in Pagosa 

(3 day lead time).
BE PREPARED FOR THE ATTACK!!!

A commonality runs across the planet and
across the ages.  This seemingly ubiquitous,
unavoidable element is responsible;e for virtually
every national and world troubles.
It inevitably leads to loss of life, wealth,

national resources, has caused poverty and
squalor, poor health and property loss, and has
always led to the fall of a nation.  What is this
mysterious element?  It is corrupt leadership. 
The question to ask is WHY?  Why should

this be the “norm” and not “good” leadership?  If
we were to play the odds, mathematically, there
should be an average where evil and good leaders
were about equal.
Averages, and even pure chance, dictates that

evil should NOT prevail on a regular basis...
unless there is some outside source that is
skewing the results, and having an unseen
impact on such leaders.
Prov 29:2 “When the righteous are in

authority, the people rejoice; But when a wicked
man rules, the people groan.  NKJV throughout.
You don’t have to be a rocket scientist or

genius to see history’s record.  It is irrefutable.
Very few nations and lands have had leadership
that actually profitted the very people the leaders
were to serve and protect.
However, once again we have to ask

ourselves, WHY is this?  The answer is not
something many people agree with... even many
so called Christians.  In fact, it is the rejection of
these unseen forces that encourage people in
doing what is right in their own eyes, and NOT
standing against this enemy.
What is this enemy?
Eph 6:12 “For we do not wrestle against flesh

and blood, but against principalities, against
powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this
age, against spiritual hosts of wickedness in the
heavenly places.”  
The bible speaks quite often of there being a

dimension of spirit beings which have made
themselves the enemy of God and man.  These
beings were once part of the creator’s world...
His kingdom, but they rebelled, and were cast
out of His world...
Isa 14:12 “How you are fallen from heaven, O

Lucifer , son of the morning! How you are cut
down to the ground, You who weakened the
nations!  :13 For you have said in your heart: 'I
will ascend into heaven, I will exalt my throne
above the stars of God; I will also sit on the
mount of the congregation On the farthest sides
of the north; :14 I will ascend above the heights

of the clouds, I will be like the Most High.'  15
Yet you shall be brought down to Sheol, To the
lowest depths of the Pit..” 
The bible refers to a fallen angel... one who

was the greatest created being of God.  This
being began to turn from truth and laws, to his
own thinking and his own lusts.  Notice this
being felt he was a great one, someone to be
equal with the supreme being of the universe,
but this rebellion not only got him kicked out of
this realm, but he also took 1/3rd of the created
angels with him, and they were all cast out... 
Rev 12:3 “And another sign appeared in

heaven: behold, a great, fiery red dragon having
seven heads and ten horns, and seven diadems
on his heads. :4 His tail drew a third of the stars
of heaven and threw them to the earth.”  NKJV
Rev 12:7  “And war broke out in heaven:

Michael and his angels fought with the dragon;
and the dragon and his angels fought, 8 but they
did not prevail, nor was a place found for them
in heaven any longer. :9 ... he was cast to the
earth, and his angels were cast out with him.”  
Stars are often used as a biblical definition for

angels.  This being used his talents and abilities
to turn many of the other angels to his
perverted, selfish, greedy way of thinking...
Ezek 28:12 “'You were the model of

perfection, full of wisdom and perfect in beauty.
13 You were in Eden, the garden of God; every
precious stone adorned you: ruby, topaz and
emerald, chrysolite, onyx and jasper, sapphire,
turquoise and beryl. Your settings and
mountings were made of gold; on the day you
were created they were prepared. :14 You were
anointed as a guardian cherub, for so I ordained
you. You were on the holy mount of God; you
walked among the fiery stones. 
:15 You were blameless in your ways from the

day you were created till wickedness was found
in you.  :16 Through your widespread trade you
were filled with violence, and you sinned. So I
drove you in disgrace from the mount of God,
and I expelled you, O guardian cherub, from
among the fiery stones.  :17 Your heart became
proud on account of your beauty, and you
corrupted your wisdom because of your
splendor. So I threw you to the earth;” NIV
Notice where this being (along with his

angels) were cast... to the earth, where they are to
this day.  It is this unseen enemy, this being, who
influences this world...
Eph 2:1 “...in which you once walked

according to the course of this world, according

to the prince of the power of the air, the spirit
who now works in the sons of disobedience... 
This entity has the power of the air... the

power to “broadcast” thoughts, feelings, motives
into unsuspecting, and even willing, people, like
radio waves.  The key to understanding this
article is that in most cases, it takes the
opportunity for this type of influence to find
fruit, opportunity always brought about by
leadership positions.
This being has many names, but the most

common is Satan, the devil.  It is his influence so
many in this world actively listen to and follow,
albeit unknowingly in many cases, but very
knowingly in many others... actively seeking out
this entity and his fallen angels, and looking for
“spiritual” help to accomplish their leader’s will.
This is exactly what Christ was speaking about...
John 8:43 “Why do you not understand My

speech? Because you are not able to listen to My
word.  44 You are of your father the devil, and
the desires of your father you want to do. He was
a murderer from the beginning, and does not
stand in the truth, because there is no truth in
him. When he speaks a lie, he speaks from his
own resources, for he is a liar and the father of
it.”  
Some find this fairy tale stuff, but it is quite

real.  In fact, this trend, this influence, was
prophesied in genesis...
Gen 3:13 “The woman said,"The serpent

deceived me, and I ate."  :14 So the LORD God
said to the serpent: "Because you have done this,
You are cursed more than all cattle, and more
than every beast of the field; On your belly you
shall go, And you shall eat dust all the days of
your life.  :15 And I will put enmity between you
and the woman, and between your seed and her
Seed;” 
This was Satan’s first contact with humans...

his first communication in testing mankind. (As
a side note, notice that this “serpent,” likely a
tool (offspring?) of Satan and not Satan himself,
apparently walked upright prior to being cursed
by God, and was not a “snake” as most believe,
but a creature that lived on earth... more on that
next article). 
Notice that this  speaks of not only a

prophecy about Christ (“her seed), but what?
“Your seed.”  You mean this being actually has
“seed?”  That’s what it says.  Christ called those
who followed and submitted to this being as
their “father.”   

See Leadership, Page 23

Wanted:
Volunteers for delivering the Southwest Free Press

after printing every other Friday.  In Durango,
Farmington, Chama, Chromo, Ignacio, Arboles, and
anywhere else delivery is desired.  
If you live in any of these areas and would like to

help distribute the Free Press to local businesses, we
need a few more extra hands to deliver to local
businesses due to expanding interest in many other
areas. 
Help us with the mission of Freedom and Rights!   

Hiring for deliver help possible as we grow, so help
us GROW.
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News Briefs

angry passenger pushed his way to the desk.  He
slapped his ticket on the counter and said, "I
HAVE to be on this flight and it has to be
FIRST CLASS." 
The agent replied, "I'm sorry, sir.  I'll be happy

to try to help you, but I've got to help these folks
first; and then I'm sure we'll be able to work
something out." 
The passenger was unimpressed.  He asked

loudly, so that the passengers behind him could
hear, "DO YOU HAVE ANY IDEA WHO I
AM?" 
Without hesitating, the agent smiled and

grabbed her public address microphone.  "May I
have your attention, please?", she began, her
voice heard clearly throughout the terminal.
"We have a passenger here at Gate 14 WHO
DOES NOT KNOW WHO HE IS.  If anyone
can help him find his identity, please come to
Gate 14." 
With the folks behind him in line laughing

hysterically, the man glared at the United agent,
gritted his teeth, and said, "F*** You!"   
Without flinching, she smiled and said, "I'm

sorry sir, you'll have to get in line for that, too."
Life isn't about how to survive the storm, but

how to dance in the rain. 

Tea Party II making Great Strides
across the Country.

Leaders of the Tea Party Express (website:
www.TeaPartyExprss.org) are flying out to
Washington, D.C. to join Congresswoman
Michelle Bachmann on Thursday, November
5th at 12:00 Noon.
Tea Party Express Vice Chair, Deborah

Johns, Tea Party Patriots co-founder, Amy
Kremer, and singer of the "American Tea Party
Anthem" will all briefly leave the ongoing Tea
Party Express national tour and fly out to
Washington, D.C. 
And they will carry with them thousands of

letters opposing Speaker Pelosi's government-
run healthcare plan that have been handwritten
by attendees at the Tea Party Express rallies that
have been taking place across the nation these
past few days.

Rendition trial ends with Milan CIA
chief given eight years --First prosecution
for US abduction of suspects to torture states --

Italian court convicts Robert Lady and 23
others in absentia 04 Nov 2009 The former head
of the CIA in Milan has been given an eight-
year jail sentence for kidnapping at the end of

the first trial anywhere in the world involving
the agency's "extraordinary rendition"
programme. 
Robert Lady was tried in his absence and

convicted of helping to organise the seizure of
Osama Moustafa Hassan Nasr, known as Abu
Omar, from a Milan street in February 2003.
His superior, Jeff Castelli, the head of the CIA
in Italy at the time, was acquitted on the grounds
that he was covered by diplomatic immunity. 
Most of the other 23 alleged CIA operatives

on trial were given five-year jail sentences in
their absence. Extraordinary rendition involved
the abduction of suspects and their forcible
transfer for interrogation to third countries,
often states in which torture was routinely
employed. 

CFR Recording Suggests Creating
False Scarcity To Drive Up Demand For
H1N1 Vaccine

During part of the discussion
(http://www.cfr.org/publication/20442/session_
i_of_a_council_on_foreign_relations_symposiu
m_on_pandemic_influenza.html) on whether or
not the vaccine should be made mandatory for
health workers and school children, Lone
Simonsen, Research Professor and Research
Director at the Department of Global Health,
George Washington University, suggests
creating an artificial scarcity in order to ramp up
demand for the vaccine. 
"I think what would work better would be to

say that there was a shortage and people tend to
buy more of something that's in demand.
(Laughter.) We saw that -- there was one season
where, really, people lined up all night to get a flu
shot." Simonsen says, much to the amusement
of the other attendees at the symposium. 
Here’s the shortened version of the audio of

this false “scarcity” discussion...
http://www.infowars.net/articles/november2009
/031109CFR.htm, and you DON’T want to
miss this condescending attack on the
intelligence of Americans... or... are they
RIGHT on about our Ignorance in running to
obey our masters??? For the entire discussion, go
to: 
http://www.cfr.org/publication/20439/pande

mic_influenza.html

What A Difference A Year Makes!

One year ago Barack Obama turned the
political establishment upside down with a
resounding national election that, according to
so-called experts, spelled the end of influence
and legitimacy for the GOP for years, perhaps

decades to come. However, a mere 12 months
later, Republicans have dramatically turned
around their fortunes with two high-profile
gubernatorial victories in Virginia and New
Jersey -- both by comfortable margins.
In Virginia, Republicans won the top three

offices (Governor, Lt. Governor, and Attorney
General) in Virginia by sweeping margins.
Republican Bob McDonnell won the
gubernatorial race by a shattering 17 percent
margin over Democrat Creigh Deeds.
Not only did McDonnell win in the vast

majority of Virginia counties, but he also won in
the three largest suburban counties: Fairfax,
Loudoun, and Prince William, which trend
Democratic and which Obama won by
significant margins. He also took Obama
successes among independents and turned it
around to win 63 percent of those voters.
Full story can be found at

http://www.gopusa.com/commentary/mreagan/
2009/mr_11051.shtml

Editor’s Note:

We can only hope that more Democrats and
liberals will wake up to the facts and stop
denying reality...  we CAN take our country back
if we all work together!

4.5 MILLION 'PINK SLIPS'!

WASHINGTON – Hundreds, thousands,
tens of thousands of "pink slips" have been
dispatched to members of Congress just this
week, raising the total sent by Americans
worried about the future of their nation to 4.5
million.
Such a result is starting to get the attention of

Congress. Rep. Tom Price, R-Ga., confirmed
that yesterday, telling radio talk show host Janet
Porter, one of the originators of the plan, "I can't
thank you enough for your wonderful
leadership."
He said members of Congress are talking

about the pink slip campaign, but "they're
talking about it behind closed doors, in
elevators, in hushed tones. They ask each other
how many of those did you get today?"

And Who’s Thinking about our
Economics?

As Washington reels from the news of 10.2
percent unemployment, the Center for
Responsive Politics is out with a new report
describing the wealth of members of Congress.
Among the highlights: Two-hundred-and-

News Briefs, from Page 9

See News Briefs, Page 21

Barry Obama's Health Care Reform Bill - by
Linda Mack

Anyone on Medicare is encouraged to sign up early for the all, new
Barry Obama's Deluxe Health Care Reform Package. That's right, you
will be forced by law to pay for Senior Health Care benefits that you will
never receive. A Medicare Representative will graciously come to your
home and discuss your preferred method of death by age 65. As stated in
the Bill's prevision on page 425, you'll have full opportunity to openly
and shamelessly choose how to die. Perhaps you'll decide to end it all
with your specially, formulated prescription drug base or the all new,
pharmaceutically-designed little black pill. Or maybe Doctor Kavorkian's
carbon-monoxide gas mask would be more affordable to your over-taxed
and failing budget. Rest assured, your government is working ever harder

with your tax dollars to steadily offer you cheaper solutions to their
"prescribed" self extermination, like the gas chambers at Dachau for one
example. 
If you prefer to take matters into your own hands but require

assistance, you can order your very own personal guillotine or scaffold,
with step-by-step easy to read print and color coded assembly. The
government will offer your survivors a sizeable "tax break" should you
choose a simpler method such as auto-asphyxiation by use of the
common plastic bag, or an incidental bath tub drowning. Your remains
will be collected by a state appointed "extermination team," cremated,
and a complimentary corrugated, cardboard container will be provided. A
brief, but respectable graveside service will also be included complete
with mourners, for that all endearing touch. Don't wait. Call Medicare
today and schedule your life ending appointment now, so that your
government doesn't have to do it for you.
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The Archuleta County Law Club

The Law Club meets every other Monday evening.  The next Law Club
meeting will be Monday, November 16, at the Mountain Christian
Fellowship in Aspen Springs, just off 160, at 6:30. Call 903-5325 if you
need directions.

The Archuleta County Guard (ACG)

Next Archuleta County Guard meeting will be Monday, November 23,
6:30 at the same location as the Law Club meeting.   

LaPlata County Guard (LCG)

LaPlata County citizens who want to learn about the Constitution, law,
proper legal actions, how to defend yourself against court abuse or how to
bring charges yourself against criminal actions, you NEED the Guard.
Contact Ron Tate at 883-2442, or email him at rontateco@gmail.com.

Citizens: Request a Grand Jury Formation!

If you know of criminal or unconstitutional activities, Due Process right
violations, oppressive law enforcement or county governments, or any other
questionable activity in your county,  then you should demand this Grand
Jury and begin presenting evidence, and have them begin investigations
into activities in your area.
The Archuleta County Guard, and Pagosa Law Club are providing

documents for any citizen who wishes to join in the fight to restore our
freedoms and to curb corruption and criminal activities in your area.  This
will be a request for a Grand Jury to be formed, and should be sent to Judge
Gregory Lyman, District DA Todd Risberg, Sheriff Pete Gonzalez for
Archuleta County and Sheriff Duke Schirard for LaPlata County, or their
counterparts in any other county.
Simply go to http://southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html and

look for “Grand Jury documents,” and open or save them to your computer.
These are for Archuleta and LaPlata county officials, so if you are from
another county, customize them for your people.  No computer?  Call us
and we’ll get them to you.  This is an easy step to support your rights.
This is an official request for a Grand Jury, and for our elected officials

who swore an oath to defend our rights to show they support the public
and their freedoms.
If this request is denied, we will take the next step to hold our public

servants accountable.  Please download these documents, and customize
them if need be, but get these out and send them in, NOW!

Cortez 912 Project

All those interested in restoring our Constitution and taking back our
country are welcome to attend meetings the first and third Monday’s of the
month at the Elk’s Lodge North of town on Hwy 145, at 7PM. Next
Meeting will be November 16th.  

4-Corner Liberty Restoration Group

We are having very interesting speakers talk about the issues that are
going to impact us for generations to come.  Next meeting is Nov. 16th,

6:30 at the Church of Christ in
Bayfield off of Hwy 160.

Also Nov. 21st we will be hosting
“The Making of America”
constitutional seminar put on by
National Center for Constitutional
Studies. Cleon Skousen was the
founder of this organization.  $15 per
person, family or 3 or more is $35.
Sessions include: Morning - “The

Perfect Plan of Liberty,” and
Afternoon - “Developing America's
Great Success Formula.” For more
info please contact Wendy Cox (970)
769-3087.

Dear President Obama...
• Why are you hiding your real birth certificate?
• Where did the “transparency” you promised go?
• Why are you doing everything opposite to what you promised us?
• Why do you want to change our country to a socialist loser
nation?
• Why are you violating your Oath of
Office to defend the Constitution, and
American People
• Why are you spending us into a black
hole of debt mathematically impossible to
pay off? Both Obama and his critical
teleprompter are afraid to answer these
questions truthfully. His actions during
the last 10 months, however, do not lie.
The facts compiled in this book will send a
shiver down your spine and give you all the
ammunition to win arguments with liberal
co-workers. Ask them if this is the hope
and change they voted for.
http://www.patriotdepot.com/

"The modern banking system manufactures money out of nothing. The
process is perhaps the most astounding piece of sleight of hand that was
every invented. Banking was conceived in inequity and born in sin ..
Bankers own the earth. Take it away from them but leave them the
power to create money, and with a flick of a pen, they will create enough
money to buy it back again .. Take this great power away from them and
all great fortunes like mine will disappear, for then this would be a better
and happier world to live in .. But if you want to continue to be the
slaves of bankers and pay the cost of your own slavery, then let bankers
continue to create money and control credit." - Sir Josiah Stamp,
President, Bank of England, 1920's.

San Luis Valley 
All those in the Valley, primarily Del Norte, Monte Vista and Southfork areas
who would like to begin building a network of likeminded people, and ways to
begin taking steps to take the county and Country back, please Call 719-754-
1931 for more information!
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FREE PRESS DONATIONS:
IS FREEDOM WORTH IT, OR NOT?

The Free Press has received numerous requests for papers to go to Northern Colorado, across to Michigan and beyond, and
across the Southeast, to Missouri and beyond.  People are hungry for truth, and for being able to do something to defend liberty.
People are stepping up to help distribute the Free Press, in many places, but this takes money to print all these papers.  We

actually could print 10,000 or more copies with contacts we have... from truckers traveling across America, North and South, to
visitors who want to bring bundles of the paper back with them to their home areas to give to patriots in their area. Freedom is
popular!
The Free Press is free to all, but it is NOT free to produce.  It takes large amounts of finances and work to produce this paper,

so we decided to offer a way for each and every one of YOU to support this paper as a way to, at least, be able to make a payment
toward what you personally believe in, and perhaps can’t get involved in, in other ways, to support freedoms.   The paper has been produced since early
February, and no one has received one thin dime for the full time work that has gone into this paper since.  Will that stop us???  NO!!!!  The issue isn’t
“making” money, it is freedom and educating us all on the threats we face.  We will fight this battle till there’s nothing left to fight for... PERIOD!
If you believe in this message... believe in this country... believe in standing together to warn... to encourage our fellow citizens... to make a stand

in the only way you can, then this is your opportunity to make a decision.  You can simply nod your head that “something needs to be done,” or node
your head and stand up and donate to the Southwest Free Press.
Are we asking for thousands or hundreds?  YES!  However, if you can simply make a monthly donation of $50... $20... $10... $5...even $1... this

would go to help the cause, and you would be making your payment for freedom in the best way you can, and THAT is honorable, even if it is $1!  No
one would castigate you for doing only what you can for supporting your Country and County!
Now, 6500 plus papers go out across the Southwest, and into half a dozen other states right now, with the potential to reach dozens more.  Imagine

sending a message to 20, 30 40 states?  Imagine not being frustrated any longer about not knowing what to do with what you know is wrong.  THIS
is a way to “DO SOMETHING!” If you love your country... if you love your freedoms...if you are sick and tired of the idiocy taking place across this
country by our so-called representatives... then SEND THEM A MESSAGE ACROSS THIS COUNTRY!

To donate to this war for Freedom, go to southwestfreepress.com/donate.html and pay through PayPal, or by credit card using the link provided,
or mail in your donation to P.O. Box 2923, Pagosa Springs, CO  81147.  Every little bit helps in this fight... PLEASE help us to get this information
out to all those requesting this paper. It may not be able to continue because of those who thwart freedoms and truth.  We’ve had a very few donations
compared to the thousands of readers... so what does that say about the value of FREEDOM to most Americans?????  

have usurped power from the states. To say that the people of the states
can count on the three branches of the federal government to check each
other in this regard and to maintain a Federal form of government is a
joke. All three branches maintain that they possess the sole power
(through the judiciary) to interpret and construe the Constitution, and
that all others (i.e., the states) must submit thereto. This is in fact the very
definition of nationalism, which the Constitution's ratifiers rejected.
As for the states' check against federal usurpations of power, most

ignorant or disillusioned people would say that they lost that right when
the Confederate States of America lost the Civil War in 1865, and from
that point onward, the states could not check the federal government
through arresting action. They suggest that to conquer equals the right to
rule: a notion completely rejected in American jurisprudence. Time does
not allow me to expand on this erroneous doctrine, so I will simply say,
How ludicrous!
The fact is, the Federalist Paper writers expected the states to be the

guardians against federal tyranny. This necessarily meant (as they
expressed) that the states develop actual arms of resistance to such

encroachments. This, of course, shows, once again, the FEDERAL
character and nature of our form of government: the states were not
subservient to the federal government's dictates, but were coequal in
power to protect their own authority and freedoms through their State
Constitutions.
Thankfully, we are seeing a current resurgence of State activism to be

the voice and arm of the people to protect and perpetuate the US
Constitution.
While the federal v. federal checks and balances have proven to be less

than fruitful, the states today are taking their role more seriously in this
regard, just as our founders and ratifiers demanded. It is this State power
of active and passive nullification and resistance that will once again
protect federalism and freedom in America. Therefore, it is this State
power that affords us the best opportunity to defend liberty and restore
constitutional government, and that we should expend most our energies
to revive.
3. Constitutional Amendment. The US Constitution requires three-

fourths of the STATES to amend the Constitution. Most certainly this
is an effective tool to reverse and prevent evils in government. Our
founders expected that this process would protect freedom and the
principles of freedom. However, as we have seen since 1865, the
amendment process has been used only to increase national power and
decrease State power. From the states being denied power in the Senate,
to the income tax and "privileges and immunities" clause of the
fourteenth amendment, the nationalists of the twentieth century have
had their heyday by deepening their squeeze of national ideals over
federal. Ironically, the attack on federalism has come through the same

document protecting our federation: the Constitution. (The illegality of
amendments being used to propagate principles contrary to freedom and
federalism is for another article and discussion.)
That being said: if there were enough states to amend the Constitution

to clarify federal doctrines, limit federal government power, and reinstitute
original State powers, then it most certainly would be beneficial. Praise the
day when such amendments would be ratified.
4. Constitutional Convention. I have heard this method suggested by

some in certain circles of the "patriot movement," and while I understand
the suggestion of calling a constitutional convention to rewrite the
Constitution, I believe that to do so would likely create more problems
than what we are dealing with today. However, there is a caveat, as
explained below.
To convene a constitutional convention, states would have to send

delegates (just as in 1787) for the purpose of discussing and drafting a
Constitution.
Not even getting into the legal issues and ramifications inherent in

such a method, a very practical question is raised: Would a majority of the
people convening at such a monumental event even possess the
understanding, knowledge and belief needed to perpetuate and protect the
principles of freedom and federalism? By virtue of what I see throughout
the US today, I venture to say, No. I believe one of the greatest
contributions to national ideals defeating federal ideals is that the people
(including on State
levels) do not understand, know or believe in the principles expressed

by our founders and their forefathers.
See Federalism, Page 21

From Federalsim, P. 1
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WHO IS OBAMA?  DO YOU REALLY KNOW?

The 4-Corners Liberty Restoration Group

Come meet with like minded American's
trying to take their government back.  Meetings
are held twice a month in Bayfield. Please call
(970) 884-9644 for time & place.  
Also Nov. 21st, “The Making of America,” a constitutional

seminar will put on by National Center for Constitutional
Studies. Cleon Skousen was the founder of this organization.
$15 per person; Family, or 3 or more, is $35.
Sessions include: Morning - “The Perfect Plan of Liberty,”

and Afternoon - “Developing America's Great Success
Formula.”  For more info please contact Wendy Cox (970) 769-
3087.

Holiday For Athiests
In  Florida, an atheist created a case against the upcoming

Easter and Passover Holy days.  He hired an attorney to bring
a discrimination case against Christians and Jews and
observances of their Holy days.  The argument was that it was
unfair that atheists had no such recognized days. 
The case was brought before a judge.  After listening to the

passionate presentation by the lawyer, the judge banged his
gavel declaring, "Case dismissed!" 
The lawyer immediately stood objecting to the ruling

saying, "Your honor, How can you possibly dismiss this case?
The Christians have Christmas, Easter and others.   The Jews
have Passover, Yom Kippur and Hanukkah, yet my client and
all other atheists have no such holidays." 
The judge leaned forward in his chair saying, "But you do.

Your client, counsel, is woefully ignorant." 
The lawyer said,  "Your Honor, we are unaware of any special

observance or holiday for atheists." 
The judge said, "The calendar says April 1st is April Fools

Day.  Psalm 14:1 states,  'The fool says in his heart, there is no
God.'  Thus, it is the opinion of this court, that if your client
says there is no God, then he is a fool. Therefore, April 1st is
his day. Court is adjourned." 

(Oh that our courts could truly be so wise...)

the people who refuse swine flu shots, Quinslick was quick to dismiss the
idea. 
"Iowa has no relocation facility currently," she said. "If we can't

quarantine a person in their home, we usually use a hotel room. There's not
a facility, no gymnasium or anything like that set up. 
"And I've never been in on any discussion of forcing people to be

vaccinated," she added. "If there's a highly contagious outbreak and a person
refuses vaccination, that's fine, they don't need to be vaccinated, but they
may need to stay home until we're certain the danger has passed."
http://www.wnd.com/index.php?fa=PAGE.view&pageId=108548

castigated by Daniel Ortega—a Communist thug whose own daughter
accused him of raping her.
* A narcissist who gave the Queen of England a present from the

United States—an iPod containing recordings of his own speeches.
* A so-called Christian who officially declared “Pride Month” for a

lifestyle that the Bible calls an abomination.
* A man who wanted Americans to ignore his Muslim name during his

election campaign, yet boasts of his Muslim name when he travels to
Muslim countries.
* A man who can name hundreds of America’s shortcomings, yet none

of its great accomplishments.
* A President who claims the moral high ground by closing Gitmo yet

supports the transfer of terror suspects to countries where horrific torture
is certain.
* A President who scoffed at being called a socialist yet acted to

nationalize the auto industry, the banking industry, and the insurance
industry . . . and now seeks to nationalize the healthcare industry.
* A President who violates private property rights, the sanctity of

contracts, and the rule of law—three essential principles that go back over
a thousand years in the Common Law tradition.
* A man who promised 95% of all Americans a tax cut, but is increasing

taxes on 100% of the population through inflation—the cruelest tax of all.
* A lawyer who represented ACORN—an organization now indicted

in several states for voter fraud—whose stated goal is to get as many
people on welfare as possible in order to destroy our financial system.
* A President who cheated GM’s bondholders by giving their property

to the UAW in a political payoff.
* An American President who frequently criticizes his own country

when speaking in foreign countries, but never praises America’s generosity,
goodness or greatness.
* A President whose Secretary of the Treasury cheated on his taxes—as

did several other appointees and advisors.
* A President who, despite the current federal debt of 100 trillion

dollars, wants to add the greatest debt ever by nationalizing healthcare.
* A President who scoffs at being called a socialist, yet has appointed

28 “Czars” to circumvent constitutional government, including:
* A “Science Czar” who has advocated compulsory abortions for

American women and the “surrender of sovereignty” to a “comprehensive
Planetary Regime.”
* A self-professed communist as his “Green Jobs Czar”.
* A “Pay Czar” to regulate the pay of corporate executives.
* A President who swore an oath to “preserve, protect and defend the

constitution from all enemies, foreign and domestic,” yet has nominated a

domestic enemy of the Constitution to the Supreme Court.
* A President whose Homeland Security Chief classified pro-lifers,

veterans, and supporters of traditional marriage as terrorists.
* A President who stood silent while the Iranian government hacked

unarmed protestors to death with axes, because it was an internal matter,
but freely offers his opinions about the internal affairs of Israel and
Honduras.
* A President who decreed that true acts of terrorism must now be

described as “man-made disasters.”
* A President who cracks hurtful jokes about Special Olympians.
* A President who refused to intercept or inspect a North Korean ship

virtually certain to be carrying Weapons of Mass Destruction to Burma.
* A President who wants to cancel all missile defenses while rogue

nations are developing long-range ballistic missiles.
* An American President who blames the violence in Mexico on

America.
* A Commander in Chief who claims to have been unaware that Air

Force One was taken on a terrifying, low-level photo-op over Manhattan.
* A President who berates American CEO’s for flying in private planes

at private expense on company business, but whose wife spends hundreds
of thousands tax payer dollars flying to Paris for a shopping spree.
* A President who promised a transparent administration, but requires

all questions be screened before “impromptu” appearances.
* A man who freely admitted that his energy policies are designed to

bankrupt the American coal industry.
* A President who has presided over the loss of 14.7 million jobs and

whose “energy policy” will cause the loss of another 1 million jobs.
* A President whose “energy policy” will increase the average

American’s utility bills by over $2,000 a year in the middle of the Great
Recession.
* A man about whom liberal journalist Tom Brokaw said, “There’s a lot

about him we don’t know.” . . . just one week before the election.
The vast majority of Americans do not know who he is, but someone

surely does. Someone paid for his travel expenses to Pakistan and
Indonesia. Someone engineered legal challenges to all of his election
opponents for the State Senate and had them disqualified. Someone
straightened and leveled his path to the U.S. Senate when a Democrat
Judge made public the child custody records of his Republican opponent. 
When he was a candidate for the U.S. Senate, someone arranged for

him to speak at the 2004 Democratic National Convention.  Someone saw
to it that all of his records were sealed, both at home and abroad.  Someone
assembled the massive organization for his run for the Presidency.
Someone knows all about him.  Who?

From Obama, Page 8

Quarantine, From Page 5
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thirty-seven members of Congress are
millionaires. That’s 44 percent of the body –
compared to about 1 percent of Americans
overall.  Some lawmakers have profited from
investments in companies that have received
federal bailouts; dozens of lawmakers are
invested in Wells Fargo, Citigroup, Goldman
Sachs and Bank of America. 
Among executive branch officials, CRP says

the richest is Securities and Exchange
Commission Chairwoman Mary L. Schapiro,
with a net worth estimated at $26 million. 
Secretary of State Hillary Clinton is next,

worth an estimated $21 million. President
Barack Obama is the sixth-wealthiest, worth
about an estimated $4 million. Vice President
Joe Biden has often tagged himself as an original
blue collar man. The CRP backs him up, putting
his net worth at just $27,000. 
He’s hardly the worst off. 
Rep. Alcee Hastings (D-Fla.), freshman Rep.

Harry Teague (D-N.M.), Rep. Jeff Fortenberry
(R-Neb.), Rep. John Salazar (D-Colo.) and Rep.
Sander Levin (D-Mich.) each a net worth of less
than zero, CRP says. 
http://www.politico.com/news/stories/1109/

29235.html
Editor’s Note:
With “struggling” members of Congress

minding the national bank, we certainly have
nothing to worry about.  A simple vote for a pay
raise for these poor public servants, and they can
better take care of all American’s.  
I wonder what 500+ nooses with names

attached of all those violating the Constitution
and their Oath of Office hanging along
Pennsylvania Ave in DC might do to wake
Washington up?

I know... many
of you are
screaming that
hanging is
unfair... that a
firing squad
would be much
better.  We are in
a war... and if
someone betrays
their country,
t h e i r
Constitution and
their Oath of
Office in a time of
war, giving aid
and comfort to the enemy... what is the penalty
for that according to the law?
Look it up!  Do we have anyone in the

military willing to defend Americans?  If the
governing powers transgress the Constitution,
violate citizen’s rights and freedoms... where do
the people turn if the military also abandon their
country?    

Obama:  Approval of Shootings?

President (sic) Obama’s complete disregard
for the 13 dead Americans in his speech shortly
after the shootings speaks volumes.
Rather than immediately address the murders

by a Muslim, he wanders all over the page about
minutia before lamely mentioning the event:
Major Nidal Malik Hasan, a known Muslim,
shot and killed 13 Americans... and Obama’s
grossly incompetent and almost (it appears)
indulgence in the pleasure of the event... as a
fellow Muslim... is not only despicable, but
should be a major red flag on exactly whose side

this “human being’ is really on.
How completely disconnected are we from

reality when we add up all Obama’s lies, his
actions, his destructive agenda for America and
Americans?

Another Excellent Choice of a Leader
for America...

President Obama just nominated Islam
Siddiqui, a top official from CropLife -- the
pesticide industry's powerful trade group -- as
America's chief agricultural negotiator for
International trade. If confirmed by the Senate,
Siddiqui, who has spent the last several years of
his career fighting various restrictions and bans
on environmentally hazardous pesticides, would
bring that inappropriately aggressive stance on
broadening pesticide use to the White House
and influence trade negotiations with Europe
and the developing world. (How wonderful).

News Briefs, from Page 16

Trading Post Repair
Performance for the Mountains
ATV, Snowmobile and Small
Engine Repair
9974 West Highway 160
Pagosa Springs, CO  81147

7 miles west of Pagosa Springs
(970) 731 2622
Cell (970) 946-1015
hmp700@yahoo.com

Fine Tuned. . .
Ready to Roll. . .

Don’t waste your
precious time with
breakdowns!

Get it right. . . 
the first time!

Thus, to call a constitutional convention would most certainly place us
in a worse situation. That said, there is one positive that could result from
this. If the Constitution were re-written, it would require the ratification
of the states that wanted to join a new union under a new contract
(Constitution). In this case, it very well may provide a way for the people
of the states to decide which path they wanted to take: national or federal.
In other words, those states that yet wanted to live under Federalism

and not Nationalism could reject the new compact and could declare
themselves independent or seek to form yet another compact among like-
minded states.
(Of course, this could happen anyway, per number 2 above--even

without a constitutional convention--making any proposed Con Con a
dangerous and unnecessary action.)
5. Revolution. Revolution simply means a change of power. For those

who perceive such a term as being a bad thing, why do they not then
demonize the current illegitimate system of national government, because
this current system is not the one the states ratified back in 1787? If a
squatter turns your property into his, are you not within your rights to
remove him, his family, his friends and his belongings completely from
your property?
It is a fact that Americans (nationalists, federalists and even

monarchists) believed in the natural right of revolution--that every

generation has the God-given right to effect change by revolution when
change cannot be reasonably expected and effected through other more
peaceful means.
Coming full circle, then: To what degree has the federal government

usurped its powers? This question is crucial because, as our forefathers
expressed, resistance should be enacted proportionally to the usurpation.
While there may be some who think that "it's not all that bad," I suggest
that it is much worse than we think it is. We are at a point today when we
are not only fighting for State sovereignty and a federal system, but we are
fighting for national sovereignty (according to the LAWS OF NATIONS
as expressed by enlightenment philosophers and jurists), against those who
desire that the US become part of the global community.
The evidence around us is beyond reasonable doubt: we the people of

the United States have been fraudulently denied our rights under the laws
of Nature and Nature's God, and under the US Constitution. The rights
to resist this tyranny already exist. The methods to choose federalism and
freedom have their hands out, offering to help us. It is time we choose
which method or methods will best reach the ultimate goal of freedom.
And as I said, I believe a revival of State sovereignty--whereby states are
resolved to exercise the authority they have per the terms of their charter
(Constitution)--is the most attractive and effective method currently
feasible to reclaim federalism and freedom in America.

From Federalism, Page 19

See News Briefs, Page 23

Proposed 28th Amendment to the US Constitution!

"Congress shall make no law that applies to any
citizen of the United States that does not apply
equally to all US Senators and Representatives,
and Congress shall make no law that applies to any
US Senator or Representative that does not apply
equally to all citizens of the United States. All
existing laws and regulations that do not meet these
criteria shall be declared null and void!" 
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Nonconsensual Taking of Your Money

Article Resource: The following are documents on the Southwest Free Press website, or links to other sites that provide detailed information on the various topics
presented.  Use these documents to strengthen your knowledge and facts on government, finances and other issues.  Opinions are of no use to anyone if not supported by facts
and truth.   "In times of universal deceit, telling the truth will be a revolutionary act." - George Orwell.  Get back copies of the Southwest Free Press for the facts and resources
you NEED to be informed. (southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html). You can also “Google” or “YouTube” the various terms for great amounts of information! Please note:
All web addresses online or in the PDF documents in the resource website, are “clickable.”  Simply click on them and you will be taken to the proper page!

Vaccination Exemptions-State: http://blogs.healthfreedomalliance.org/blog/2009/10/07/vaccine-exemption-forms/ (You have the right to exempt yourselves, despite what
“lawmakers” may say...).
Dr. Andrew Moulden Vaccines Interview: http://vactruth.com/2009/07/21/dr-andrew-moulden-interview-what-you-were-never-told-about-vaccines/
Council on Foreign Relations  (Our great friends) on created vaccine shortages to scare the public into seeking them out:  Short version...
http://www.infowars.net/articles/november2009/031109CFR.htm
Entire version: http://www.cfr.org/publication/20439/pandemic_influenza.html
The Declaration of Restoration-pt1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_btpqI3VQQ
The Declaration of Restoration-pt2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=_xzSsaQXtgY 
Gary Null Speaking Out at the NYS Assembly Hearing, Pt 1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=y3XlJB7J5-o
Gary Null Speaking Out at the NYS Assembly Hearing, Pt 2: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ch5OuzB9L48 
Gary Null Speaking Out at the NYS Assembly Hearing, Pt 3 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tAgWO2yq1k8 
Mercury and Fluoride – The Dumbing Down Of A Population: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3ARhMPVu-A
The Fluoride Myth Busted: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-pz7GCRO5wg
The Truth About Vaccines: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ELx2eX_kM-w 
Vaccine Danger: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=TtQeRt9pY84
The Dangers of Vaccines – (Autism, Mercury, MMR, HPV, Thimerosal, Alluminum, Vaccinations):
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tyaVxYYVfQE - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=mdQVq4aKRr0 
Swine Flu Vaccine: Will We Have A Choice: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SlDjDAFW1Ck
60 Minutes -- 1976 Swine Flu Scam PART 1: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zrTOXkyaFv4 -
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VDXam8AGbJ4&NR=1
Dr Rauni Kilde: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nTgyakGAddM
Effects of mercury - How Mercury kills the brain: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=85tgwh3HpsM
Mercury Poisoning: http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=MtEpCrSTOEc
Mercury Toxicity & Autism, Pt 1 of 4 http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=GQYISvsgq6s
Jane Bergermeister's testimony of filing charges on the Swine-Flu' vaccine manufacturer - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PelTWCUmTsU 
Vaccine Warning - Pandemic Warning: They want us dead... -  http://www.southwestfreepress.com/PDF/Pandemic-Warning-Facts.pdf
Opt out of W4-Withholding legally: http://southwestfreepress.com/resource-library.html
Lord Christopher Monckton: Carbon Tax Scam - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMe5dOgbu40 - Full version video:

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stij8sUybx0

It's time all you private hiring entities, states,
political subdivisions, workers, independent
contractors, sole proprietors, military personnel,
or federal employees learn who is subject to
withholding or who is subject to payroll
deductions for taxes.

Private entities, states and political
subdivisions are NOT REQUIRED to enter
into federal payroll deduction agreements
www.irs.gov/irm/part5/ch14s10.html

The filing of a withholding agreement (W-
4 or W-9) is voluntary [26 CFR 31.3402(p)-
1(b)].

The voluntary withholding agreement may
be terminated at any time by the worker or the
hiring entity [26 CFR 31.3402(p)-1(b)(2)].

Payroll deduction agreements for taxes
apply only to CONSENTING employees of
government agencies, federal employees and
retiress, military personnel and Department of
Defense employees who participate in the
VOLUNTARY deduction program
www.irs.gov/irm/part5/ch01s07.html]

The term "employee" 31 CFR
§215.2(h)(1)(i) does not include retired
personnel, pensioners, annuitants, or similar
beneficiaries of the Federal Government, who
are NOT performing active civilian service or
persons receiving remuneration for services on a
contract-fee basis. They are not subject to
withholding and have no duty to file any form
W-4 or W-9, unless they desire to
VOLUNTARILY enter into agreements.

Stop "giving away" up to 70% of your
earnings.  It's unlawful to terminate or not hire
you for failure to provide an IRS Form W-4 or
W-9; (see DOJ Form I-9; or 8 U.S.C. 1324a(b),
1324a(b)(2); or Privacy Act of 5 USC
Annotated 552(a).)
No law requires you to disclose a social

security number EEOC v. Information Systems
Consulting CA3-92-0169-T IN THE

UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT
NORTHERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS
DALLAS DIVISION.
Stop nonconsensual withholding and

deductions for income taxes, benefits, programs
and social security trust. Companies are not
required to report your earnings on IRS Form
941.  Companies are not required to issue annual
Form W-2 or Form 1099.
Appearance for an IRS administrative

summons is voluntary.  Answers to requests for
infomration on an administrative summons
(without a valid OMB number) are voluntary.
Improve your quality of life.
Protect Your ASSets from non-judicial liens,

levies, judgments and garnishments. Learn the
laws and court cases to protect your civil &
federal rights regarding taxes.  The Social
Security Act does not require a person to have a
(SSN) to live or work in the U.S., nor does it
require an SSN simply for the purpose of having
one.
How Companies/Employers benefit!  
-Increase your bottom line by approximately

30%.  
-Minimize income tax reporting

requirements to almost nothing.
-Increase workers' take home pay up to 70%

without affecting profits.
-Eliminate risk of lawsuits for unlawful

conversion of property.
-Eliminate risk of lawsuits for

Nonconsensual taking from pay.
-Eliminate risk of lawsuits for violating

workers' civil liberties, God-given rights secured
by the Constitution and Declaration of Human
Rights.
Protect your obligation to uphold and defend

the due process rights of your workers,
independent contractors or sole proprietors
against defective, unenforceable unlawful tax
liens, levies, judgments and garnishments.

Don't be surprised to learn there is no
memorialized law compelling hiring entities to
withhold or deduct amounts from pay and
transmit it to any government agency. 
Numerous Supreme Court cases clearly

uphold that workers labor cannot be taxed upon.
Legally stop the nonconsensual taking from pay
for withholding, payroll deductions for taxes and
social security trust contributions forever.
No government tax agency pays you interest

on the money they illegally confiscate from you.
You simply cannot afford to allow them to
continue withholding money which rightfully
belongs to you. You should be in control of your
money to invest it however you desire or
improve your quality of life.
During the remainder of your working years,

save thousands of amounts of unlawfully
withheld and deducted money that is rightfully
yours. 
Material information can be located at

http://www.preferredservices.org/, which also
offers consultation services if you should want
them.  You can also obtain free info at
givemeliberty.org, and click on "Legally Stop
Withholding."  You can also download
documents to read over to better understand this
issue at the above sights, or at SWFP website...
See Resource page, P. 22 for documents.

Editor’s Note:

This is a rather simple, public and legal
process to retain a good portion of your money
should you not want them to withhold from
your paycheck.  Millions of people across the
country are waking up to the truth that taxation
is not legally being applied, and are separating
themselves legally from the IRS’ tyrannical theft
of our money.  It’s your choice... research the
issues, or continue paying your hard earned
money to thieves.
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This “serpent,” as he is, is involved with attempting to create a family...
children, just as God is.  He is extremely jealous of human destiny... to be
in God’s very family,  this being is involved with various levels of gross
deception over not only leaders, but all people, especially where he is
ignored...
Rev 12: 9 “So the great dragon was cast out, that serpent of old, called

the Devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world; he was cast to the
earth, and his angels were cast out with him.”  
He is also trying to form his own kingdom, his own “one world

government and new world order” as a means to prevent God from
establishing His kingdom on this Earth.  This is better known as Babylon
the Great, or the Beast Power (world ruling power having the power to
control buying and selling, and life and death), as well as the false prophet,
likely one of the “seed” of Satan, (Seed, and the past and future
involvement with “UFO’s” will be discussed next issue) will be tied directly
into this Satanic power.
So, where does that leave us?  In this Republic, the people are the true

rulers, made so by God. That is you and me.  We establish... elect... hire
these leaders across America to work FOR us, not against us, but we have
not only allowed corruption and lawlessness to flourish in this leadership,
but a growing body of citizens seemingly are giving themselves over to
these influences, and receiving certain “perks” for doing so.
Our Republic has been deceived into believing that which is bad, is

actually good, and what is good, as being bad...
Isa 5:20 “Woe to those who call evil good , and good evil; Who put

darkness for light, and light for darkness; Who put bitter for sweet, and
sweet for bitter!  :21 Woe to those who are wise in their own eyes, And
prudent in their own sight!”  
They are rejecting true knowledge and laws, and are accepting Satan as

their father, and doing his will. They have become pawns in a global
scenario... one that will have dire consequences for the world, as they are
having dire consequences for our Republic and people.  We are entering
dangerous times...
2 Tim 3:1 “But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come

:2 For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boasters, proud,
blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, :3 unloving,
unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of good, :4
traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God,
:5 having a form of godliness but denying its power. And from such people
turn away...  :7 always learning and never able to come to the knowledge
of the truth.” 
Our nation seemingly has elected corrupt leaders because corruption

loves to be told they are right.  A people who have righteousness and truth
as their true goals will not stand for corrupt leaders, but we have them at
every level of government... Federal, state and local... and we seem to
tolerate it, if not like it.  Does this bode well for our nation?
Deut 28:1 "Now it shall come to pass, if you diligently obey the voice

of the LORD your God, to observe carefully all His commandments
which I command you today, that the LORD your God will set you high
above all nations of the earth. :2 And all these blessings shall come upon
you and overtake you, because you obey the voice of the LORD your
God:”  
Deut 28:3 "Blessed shall you be  in the city, and blessed shall you be  in

the country.  :4 "Blessed shall be the fruit of your body, the produce of your
ground and the increase of your herds, the increase of your cattle and the
offspring of your flocks.  :5 "Blessed shall be your basket and your
kneading bowl.  :6 "Blessed shall you be  when you come in, and blessed
shall you be  when you go out.  :7 "The LORD will cause your enemies
who rise against you to be defeated before your face; they shall come out
against you one way and flee before you seven ways.  :8 "The LORD will
command the blessing on you in your storehouses and in all to which you
set your hand, and He will bless you in the land which the LORD your
God is giving you. 
:9 "The LORD will establish you as a holy people to Himself, just as

He has sworn to you, if you keep the commandments of the LORD your
God and walk in His ways.  :10 Then all peoples of the earth shall see that

you are called by the name of the LORD, and they shall be afraid of you.
:11 And the LORD will grant you plenty of goods, in the fruit of your
body, in the increase of your livestock, and in the produce of your ground,
in the land of which the LORD swore to your fathers to give you. :12 The
LORD will open to you His good treasure, the heavens, to give the rain to
your land in its season, and to bless all the work of your hand. You shall
lend to many nations, but you shall not borrow. :13 And the LORD will
make you the head and not the tail; you shall be above only, and not be
beneath, if you heed the commandments of the LORD your God, which
I command you today, and are careful to observe them.  :14 So you shall
not turn aside from any of the words which I command you this day, to
the right or the left, to go after other gods to serve them. “ 
This Republic wes certainly set high above every other nation this

world has or has ever had, and the blessings we’ve enjoyed... the freedoms
and protections we’ve experienced... are unmatched in world history, but
it is obvious that we are falling from this “height..”  Why?
Deut 28:15 "But it shall come to pass, if you do not obey the voice of

the LORD your God, to observe carefully all His commandments and His
statutes which I command you today, that all these curses will come upon
you and overtake you:  :16 "Cursed shall you be in the city, and cursed shall
you be in the country.  :17 "Cursed shall be your basket and your kneading
bowl.  :18 "Cursed shall be the fruit of your body and the produce of your
land, the increase of your cattle and the offspring of your flocks.  :19
"Cursed shall you be when you come in, and cursed shall you be when you
go out.  
:20 "The LORD will send on you cursing, confusion, and rebuke in all

that you set your hand to do, until you are destroyed and until you perish
quickly, because of the wickedness of your doings in which you have
forsaken Me.  :21 The LORD will make the plague cling to you until He
has consumed you from the land which you are going to possess.  :22 The
LORD will strike you with consumption, with fever, with inflammation,
with severe burning fever, with the sword, with scorching, and with
mildew; they shall pursue you until you perish. :23 And your heavens
which are over your head shall be bronze, and the earth which is under you
shall be iron.  :24 The LORD will change the rain of your land to powder
and dust; from the heaven it shall come down on you until you are
destroyed.”  
We are personally responsible for our leadership troubles.  We MUST

hold them accountable to the law, the Constitution and to high standards
and ethics.  If we do this, and we collectively retake our nation and re-
establish biblical standards of conduct, what can we expect from God?
2 Chron 7:14 “If My people who are called by My name will humble

themselves, and pray and seek My face, and turn from their wicked ways,
then I will hear from heaven, and will forgive their sin and heal their
land.” 
We have a choice in our actions, and in who we put in elected office.

We have strength in free will and choice, and where we include God in the
picture, we have His help, His promise, that the Republic will be
restored... be regenerated... be re-established, but we have to act.
Remember the prophecy Jonah gave to Nineveh?
Jonah 3:4 “And Jonah began to enter the city on the first day's walk.

Then he cried out and said, "Yet forty days, and Nineveh shall be
overthrown!"  
What did Nineveh do?  They turned from their evil and sought God...
Jonah 3:10 “Then God saw their works, that they turned from their evil

way; and God relented from the disaster that He had said He would bring
upon them, and He did not do it.” 
God changed His mind.  Why?  Because free willed people made the

right choices.  We must all stand together to hold leadership, and
ourselves, accountable, or we will all be taken down and out... and THAT
we can depend upon because God stated He would do just that.
Do we always have to learn the hard way?  Do we enjoy corruption and

greed?  Do we enjoy destroying helpless future children of God?  HE
DOESN’T!!!  We are fools to think God will be patient forever.  We
already see the signs... so will we seek truth and laws, or perish as a
Republic?  Use the responsibility God gave us as a free people...stand up
and hold leaders accountable... stand together as one, or it’s over!

Leadership, from Page 15

Obama's Copenhagen Climate Treaty!

During a visit to Germany in the midst of the
Presidential Campaign last year, Barack Hussein
Obama declared, "I am a citizen of the world."
In front of one million adoring Germans,
Obama had announced to the world that he
indeed prioritized globalism over patriotism.
The Copenhagen Treaty has two stated goals:
-Transfer wealth from Industrial Nations

(The United States) to Developing Countries.
-Dictate energy use and consumption to

Industrial Nations (The United States).
Now, just so we are clear...
Goal Number One is Global Socialism.
Goal Number Two is a Global Dictatorship.
Lord Christopher Monckton, the former

advisor for science policy to former British
Prime Minister, Lady Margaret Thatcher, and
former President Ronald Reagan, believes that if
the U.S. signs any climate treaty coming out of
the Copenhagen Climate Change Conference in

December, it could subject the United States to
a global dictatorship.
"This treaty of Copenhagen, which is going

to be negotiated by the states' parties to the
United Nations Framework Convention on
Climate Change in December, is going
to...establish for the first time in human history
a global government," he warns.    Be sure to
watch  the 4 minute video  at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PMe5dOgb
u40 and the full version video at
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=stij8sUybx0

News Briefs , from Page 21



Imagine “R” values at 70 for your home!   Imagine Lots
more!  4-8 hour seminar on all aspects of Jim Starry’s
revolutionary building design for energy efficiency!  $249.95
per person . Call (970) 731-7311 and leave your contact
information, and number of seats to hold.  Seminar will be
scheduled when a minimum of 10 people have prepaid.


